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Bridge Over Troubled Watergate
Issue 93 of The Realist featured an article by Mac Brussell titled 

“ Why Was Martha Mitchell Kidnapped?" the culmination of 
nine years* research linking the Watergate Break-In with the 
same clandestine government which has contracted for assas
sinations in this country and abroad in order to remain in power.

The issue was o ff the presses the last week in July, and I sent the 
first 50 copies untrimmed. unstapled to various reporters 
and wave-makers. But even (hough one journalist said that “ The 
news departments are taking this very seriously." we had opened a 
Pandora's Box o f conspiracy.

The media waited to sec what McGovern would do, McGovern 
waited to sec what Kennedy would do. Kennedy waited for 
Nader’s Raiders to find his missing committeeman Hale Boggs. 
Common Cause compromised with a case o f premature senility, 
and Arthur Bremcrsat in his cell, chanting “ Oh. what an agent am
I."

Now. while I’m finishing up for the 13th Anniversary Issue my 
year-long investigation o f the Manson case an American 
equivalent to Nazi Germany's Reichstag Fire Mac is busy 
working on her follow-up article. We’ll both be ready in January.

It’s been a scarey privilege to help the scandalous shit hit the 
political fan. but we mustn’t forget about that blue-collar worker 
on the news who thought that too much was being made o f what 
he called “ The Watcrfruit A ffa ir.’’

A Few Words About the Conventions
The Democratic Convention had no Southern Strategy, so they 

introduced Colonel Sanders.
They lacked Billy Graham, so they presented Oral Roberts.
The course o f history might have been changed, had he only 

been able to heal George Wallace.
The highlight of the Republican Convention was that obse

quious embrace of Richard Nixon from behind by Sammy Davis 
Jr. I’m the poor person’s Eric Sevareid on Ed Bear’s KEMO-TV 
show, and I asked guest Bill Graham what he thought o f that in
cident.

“ He’s no Jew,”  was the reply.
“ He’s not even sure he’s black any more," I added.
How do you fathom a converted tap-dancer who supported 

Angela Davis suddenly clutching the very same President who 
said publicly that Angela was guilty while her tria l was still in pro
gress?

Simple. Sammy has had his eye out fo r Nixon for a long time.
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Son of Scientology Meets Libel-Man
In u letter to readers whose subsciptions had expired in the past 

several months. I mentioned that there would be a 15.000-word 
article by L. Ron Hubbard Jr. “ The Awful Truth About My 
Father and Scientology" including infiltration o f that organi
zation by the Justice Department.

He had contacted meat the mutual suggestion o f two authors. 
Paulette Cooper (The Scandal o f  Scientology) and Robert Kauf
man (Inside Scientology). I immediately sent him a couple o f is
sues of The Realist so he could sec what he’d be getting into. 
Here are excerpts from his subsequent letters to me:

September 22: I w ill assume all legal risk (-0) fo ra  very sound 
(scream) reason. If  Scientology hauls me into court there w ill be 
burned out thetans laying all over the courtroom floor.

October 12: I’m on a crusade. I need and want all the help I can 
“ beg. borrow or steal”  in opposing and exposing Scientology and 
other similar con games.

October 25: 1 really would like to meet you ( I ) fo r the fun o f it; 
(2) to discuss any facet of the article you wish; (3) to bring along 
any further documentation you may require. . .

October 31: As you know, 1 have a few ears here and there in
side of Scientology Orgs. It has come to my attention that the Sci
entology people arc aware of the fact that you are publishing an 
article by me. They don’t know the contents o f it . . . .1 really 
want to see the article published and I very much hope this in for
mation doesn’t stop you from putting my masterpiece (?) be
tween the covers o f The Realist. I’ve found that the best weapon 
against them is to stand fast and not give ground.

November 5: I hereby revoke and refuse any permission, ver
bal, written and. or implied, I may have given you . . .  to buy. 
print, publish, duplicate, distribute and or use said article . . .  I 
have taken this action upon competent professional legal counsel

Oh, well. L. Ron Hubbard Jr. says that his offer to testify for 
me as an expert witness in Scientology's pending libel and con
spiracy suit against The Realist still holds. As for the article, it 
would have fallen into the category o f true but improvable. A t 
least it gave me an opportunity, at last, to yell “ Stop the presses!”

This Little Campaign Went to TV-Land
It sure was weird to sec former Governor of Texas John Con- 

nally on television praising Tricky Dick as ” thc youngest elder 
statesman of our era.”

Connally’s switch from Democrat to Republican was deter
mined by the direction of those bullets in Dallas that killed Ken
nedy and wounded him. Not from the back, but from the front. 
Not from the Left, but from the Right.

He went on to unintentionally satirize his own role in the Presi
dential campaign with mixed pronouns: “ When he is re-elected, /  
can promise the American people this . . ."

At a rare in-person appearance. Nixon himself directed the TV 
crews to turn their cameras first toward his supporters and then 
toward his detractors. They all obeyed without hesitation.

But imagine if just one had been independent enough to re
main focussed on him. It would’ve captured the President’s image 
as a frustrated Fellini:

“ Now, c’mon. CBS. get on the stick. N BC and A BC are doing it
God. if  there’s one thing I  can’t  stand, it ’s a network that refuses 

to plav the game - hey, listen. CBS. va bunch o f bums, do you 
want me to sic Spiro on you again?

Walter Cronkite and the Body Count
It has become a religious ritual for newscasters to deliver the 

body count in a plain brown wrapper each Thursday evening. 
Walter Cronkite had always referred to North Vietnamese and 
VictCong losses as “enemy dead.”
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Suddenly he switched to  saying. “ The A llies”  a W orld W ar 11 
phrase, meaning in this case the Americans and the South Viet
namese “ claim to have killed . . Hut. as o f this w riting , he 
has returned to the use o f “ enemy dead.”

This doesn’t mean that Walter C ronkitc just sold out. He a l
ready did that a while hack when he gave in to viewer pressure, re
moved his eyeglasses and got fitted for a pair o f contact lenses.

Barb Not Lest Ye Be Barbed
The cover o f a recent issue o f the Berkeley Barh had a headline 

reading: W ILL  R O BIN  M O R G A N  E N I) IN  T H E  GUTTER?  
But isn't (he Barh too valuable an underground paper fo  resort to 
such irresponsible National Enquirer-type sensationalism? For, 
the article on the inside concerned a conflict between women’s 
rightists and radical feminists, as personified by Betty (The 
f  eminine Mystique) Fricdan and Robin (Sisterhood Is Powerful) 
Morgan, who was quoted in the fina l paragraph:

“ A t this point the National Women's Political Caucus is irrele
vant. I sec it as a potential danger. It's a perfect setup fo ra  sellout 
or a copout. This has happened many times in the black move
ment. The day o f the Orangeburg Massacre. Roy W ilkins was 
having coffee at the White House. 1 have this freaky nightmare 
that Betty Fricdan is going to  be having tea at the White 
House while I'm  bleeding to death in the gutter."

An Under the Counter-Culture Item
A few years ago Emmett Grogan o f the Diggers was busted fo r 

armed robbery in Los Angeles. He got off. but in order to reim
burse his lawyers, he contracted to write an autobiography called 
Ringolevio. It is intcrspcrccd w ith seemingly vicious distortions 
o f counter-cultural persons and events, yet there may be a more 
charitable interpretation. I‘he fo llow ing appeared in The New 
York Times o f August 17. 1970:

A number o f interviews in the John K. Kennedy M em orial Library's 
oral-history program disclosed considerable discrepancies in individual 
recollections o f the same event.

typical o f these were inters iews with 15 state Dem ocratic leaders on the 
I960 West Virginia prim ary. Each gave his own colorful, less than modest 
account of how he helped M r . Kennedy defeat the then Srnator H ubert I I .  
Humphrey.

"That is one o f the hazards o f oral history," said John K. Stewart, act
ing director o f the library. “W hen the microphone is there, some people 
like to take all the credit for victories and blame others for defeat. But then 
this is the raw m aterial for historians, and w hen all is sorted out we'll get a 
pretty good lively picture o f what actually happened."

Seen in that context. Emmett Grogan's story is merely a m icro
cosm o f American History. Even his claim that he and Natural 
Su/anne balled every night and morning is untrue, according to 
her. II a man w ho had supposedly transcended his ego finds it ne
cessary to lie about his sex life, then w hat kind o f accuracy can 
you expect when lie chronicles those contemporaries toward 
whom he still feels competitive?

The Godfather Sires The Valachi Papers
The Chicago Crime Commission reported in 196.1 that. “ Fo l

lowing Valachi's testimony, organized crime in the United States 
was widely depicted as being under the rule o f l a Cosa Nostra 
with its secret in itia tion  rites including bloodletting. Such a ver
sion is a highly oversimplified and unrealistic picture o f o r
ganized crime as it actually exists. Known facts clearly refute 
the valid ity o f any effort to reduce organized crime to any one na
tionality o r ethnic group.”

A high-ranking Justice offic ia l once explained to Hank Mes- 
sick. author o f Omsk r. that “ Hoover could have called the Mafia 
the YW C A i f  he wanted to. A ll Kennedy wanted was to get him
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and his great organization in to  the battle.”  When asked why the 
emphasis on the Mafia instead o f the National Crim e Syndicate, 
the official explained: “ The Mafia was small and handy. The feel
ing was the American people would buy it w ith its fam ily rela
tions and blood oaths a lot quicker than they would understand 
the complex syndicate.”

So remember that i f  you see The Godfather or The Valachi Pa
lters. I was a victim  o f that particular federal hoax myself. I once 
wrote a song w ith Steve A llen a rom antic ballad called Cosa 
Nostra (“ O ur Thing” ).

Pubic Hair Shaved at Greaser’s Palace
Robert Downey made the transition from  underground films 

like Chafed Elbows and No M ore Excuses to commercial ven
tures like P itney Swope and Pound w ithout losing his sense o f in 
tegrity in the process. N ow  he’s done Greaser's Palace. Publicist 
Marshall Lewis called me and asked for a quote to use in their 
prom otional campaign. I suggested a line from  my review: “ Come 
share this vision as much as you can afford to."

But he asked for more, explaining that New York Times c ritic  
Vincent Canby had blasted the flick. So. in a moment o f weak
ness. I blurted out: “ Okay, what the fuck, say it's the best movie 
I've ever seen in my whole life.”  Both of my quotes were used in 
the Times ad. but I must retract the latter. N ot only have I seen 
better movies, but I haven’t even seen the best movie I've ever seen 
yet.

Incidentally, in the original version o f Greaser's Palace there 
was a female evangelist-entertainer who exposss her bare snatch 
to the congregation-audience, and like a Lenny Bruce fantasy 
come true, this huge triangle of luscious public hair filled the wide 
screen. But those frames have since been removed in order to  get 
an R rating instead o f an X . even though explic it violence re
mains as if  it were some sort o f cinematic sublimation.

Probably the first overground film  to show pubic hair was 
Blow-Up. Simultaneous w ith that fleeting glimpse in the orgy 
scene, there were two members o f the stage crew in blue overalls 
observing from the upper right-hand corner o f the screen. It ’s pos
sible that along w ith  all the paying audiences A nton ion i just 
wasn’t aware o f this: more likely it was his way o f commenting on 
the limited focus o f creative voyeurism.

Ah Sordid Announcements
Corrections: In issue No. 90. Keith Lampe reported that police 

invited Channel 7, the ABC outlet in San Francisco, to  film  the 
ambush o f two members o f Los Sictc (those seven Chicanos who 
had been tried and acquitted on charges o f k illing  a cop) w hile a l
legedly robbing a liquor store. However, the footage was shot by a 
free-lance cameraman who then sold it to ABC. Also. Lee Harvey 
Oswald's correct buria l place is Rose H ill Cemetery in Fort 
Worth.

Posters: On the coupon featuring our line o f shoddy merchan
dise you’ ll notice that we’ve added two blow-ups o f the center- 
spread from  the comic strip “ Rosemerica's Baby" in the last is
sue. and o f the cover caricature titled “ The Odd Couple”  in this is
sue but you can have any Realist poster o f y our choice free w ith 
each new subscription you enter, including your own.

Credits: The speech balloon on the back cover o f  the previous 
issue o f The Realist was created by Jim  Hornbeck; the photo on 
the back cover o f this issue was taken by Paul Averv; the one o f Ed 
Sanders and me on the Nick cover o f the next issue was taken by 
Bob Barrett.

Personal: I'm  broke and in debt. A lthough my book. How a Sa
tirica l Editor Became a Yippie Conspirator in Ten Ease Years. 
has been lav ishly praised by Joseph Heller. Groucho M arx. Kurt 
Vonnegut Jr.. Terry Southern and others, it was advertised so l it 
tle. reviewed so rarely and sold so sparsely, that there have been 
no bids from paperback houses, despite widespread interest on 
and o ff college campuses. Publishers are invited to contact my 
agent. Cyrilly \bels. \n d  is there a patron in the house?
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by Jacqueline Christeve*by Paul Krassner

A ll right, here’s a quick free association test:
—Cilock work Orange '.’

Violence!
That was easy, wasn't it? However, we must realize that, in 

order to film those shots of Malcolm McDowell (Alex) kicking 
the rationality out o f Patrick Magee - yet sparing cither actor 
any pain in the process Stanley Kubrick had to build a gigantic 
centrifugal set. This doesn’t make Jodorowsky more virtuous be
cause a whole bunch o f Mexican horses were actually killed for HI 
Topo. But as long as the audience is safe, the violence is fake.

I once saw an off-Broadway play called Riot, in which a simu
lated riot took place, w ith people running all around screaming in 
competition with the mechanical sound effects. S till, wc just 
watched, secure in the assumption that we innocent bysitters were 
immune. After all. i f  any o f us got injured, the producers could be 
sued for damages, right? It would, to paraphrase an old punch
line, hurt all the way to the bank.

That possibility was brilliantly satirized in Hi,Mom. a movie in 
which playgoers who were subjected to great physical abuse, 
ended up praising the theatricality although there again the 
violence remained something simulated which rained only upon 
that portion of the audience which was shadows on a screen.

In Harold and Maude, we are skillfu lly manipulated into 
unashamedly guffaw ing at the same bits which would horrify us in 
a different context: hanging, handchopping, drowning, self- 
immolation. Moreover, in one o f The Committee’s improvisa- 
tional sketches, the concept o f creative suicide got loads o f laughs. 
So we’re jaded, and that becomes a challenge.

The thing that seems to upset people the most in Clockwork 
Orange is when Alex is subjected to the Ludovico treatment to rid 
him o f his ultra-violent tendencies. He is forced to watch horrible 
scenes on film, not as torture remember w hen A1 Capp used 
Mammy Yokum to force a comic strip villain to listen to Nelson 
Eddy sing Mammy’s Little Baby Loves Shortnin Bread over and 
over and over? but rather to condition Alex into nauseous re
straint.

Kubrick chickens out. though. I mean, goddammit, I wanna see 
real vomit. None o f this retching by innuendo.

Anyway. Alex is held in place by a straitjackct. and his eyes arc 
kept open by surgical clamps. And that's violent, kiddies, be
cause the audience knows it’s actually happening. Therefore we 
can identify thoroughly, knowing how dreadfully uncomfortable 
wc would be in such an acting stint.

Those drops the doctor continues to put in his eyes are not just 
for cinematic effect; they’re necessary for instilling good hygiene 
habits in this captured member of the Droogs, novelist Anthony 
Burgess’ version o f the Monkecs gone madder.

Unfortunately for Alex, who, like Schrocdcr in Peanuts, is a 
Ludwig von Beethoven freak, it happens to be the Ninth Sym
phony that serves as a background for Nazi concentration camp 
scenes. Now that also happens to have been the theme for the 
HuntiesBrinktev Report that wc watched on NBC television for 
so many years and. indeed, built up similar associations.

It's true. Every' time I hear that music. I get visions o f the Chi
cago Democratic Convention and ghetto children suffering 
from lead-poisoning and strip mining o f Indian land. Ah well, 
that’s the risk of free will.

(Continued on Page 10)
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Forcible rape is the most frequently committed violent crime in 
Amcrika. Rape is a symptom o f a male-dominated culture which 
feeds on the combination o f sex and violence.1 At a New York 
Conference on Rape last year, a large number o f women present 
reported they had been raped, cither w ith or w ithout their 
consent, by their therapists also spelled The Rapists.

Homosexuality (or bisexuality) is not a sickness. It is a choice. 
But it is a choice which threatens the “ masculinity”  o f the male- 
dominated culture whether the homosexual is a man or a 
woman. Homosexuality is considered a crime in the United 
States: 6,300 prisoners in California alone (that is 30% o f the 
prison population) arc incarcerated fo r masturbation, oral copu
lation. sodomy and other non-victim sex offenses. Because the 
policy of the California Adult Authority is to not grant parole to 
sex offenders particularly i f  they are “ reported”  to be engaging 
in any sexual behavior while in prison this class of “criminals" 
serves an average o f 16.4 years, more than twice the average time 
served for first degree murder!-’

Dr. Robert G. Heath, in an article in Medical W orld News. 
claims success in a limited number o f male homosexuals by 
turning “ repugnant feelings toward the opposite sex into pleasur
able feelings by means of electrical stimulation (through 
implanted electrodes) o f the septal region o f the brain.”  In other 
research, homosexuals are being wired up and shocked in the 
penis w hen they have an erection while viewing nude male bodies, 
in order to “ cure" them o f their “ sickness."

Succinylcholinc is being used at Atascadero State Hospital in 
California with patients who show “ deviant sexual behavior.”  
W ithin 30 to 40 seconds after injection, the drug causes paralysis 
of, among oilier ogans. the diaphragm. After respiration stops, 
negative and positive suggestions spoken in a confident, authori
tarian manner are made by a male technician. The negative sug
gestions concern the obliteration o f unacceptable behavior. The 
positive focused upon the patient’s becoming involved with the 
government, taking individual responsibility, and increasing 
constructive socialization. These suggestions continued through
out the period o f asphyxiation until the patient could respond ver
bally to the technician. Fear is certainly a powerful weapon and. 
according to the Clinical Director o f Atascadero, Michael Serbcr. 
the drug is used "as a punishment."’

Preventive psychology is the best, though. In Los Angeles, a 
study is underway to condition young male children, who show 
what is considered to be “ feminine" behavior that is such things
as crying, being gentle sometimes, being passive sometimes, not 
loving football, perhaps. to be more “ masculine.”

On September 8. 1971. R.K. Procunier. Head. California 
Department of Corrections sent a letter to Mr. Robert L. Law- 
son. Executive Officer, California Council on Crim inal Justice. 
This letter, reprinted in Liberation News Service and Rough 
Times, states that its intent was to alert Lawson to a proposal to 
"seek funding for a program involving a complex neurosurgical 
evaluation and treatment program fo r the violent inmate.’’4

•Given as pari of a symposium on “Social-Psychological Implications 
for Current Clinical Practice." American Psychological Association, 
Honolulu. Hawaii. September 6. 1972. with Drs. Herbert Harari and 
John Grossbcrg. San Diego State College, and Dr. George Gamez. UC  
Santa Cruz.
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What he was referring to was the use. primarily, o f lobotomies. 
We, as psychologists, have used this word fo ra  long time, but in 
case you've forgotten the specifics, a lobotomy involves cutting 
part o f the front section of the brain which controls such human 
functions as Insight. Foresight. Creativity. Sensitivity, Imagina
tion. Sense of Self. Emotional Responsiveness and Abstract 
Reasoning. Dreaming, including day-time fantasizing, also tends 
to disappear in lobotomized persons.5

This program is being proposed for. as Procunier stated, 
“ violent" inmates. In prison terms, those who arc considered 
“ violent" arc mainly:

1. Political activists and organizers, especially blacks and 
chicanos.

2. Practicing homosexuals.
3. Persons, human beings, men and women, who w ill not cat 

shit from sadistic guards and who, in healthy response to severe 
oppression and repression, defend themselves.

Their so-called “ violence”  w ill necessarily be arbitrarily deter
mined. using the words of prison officials as evidence. And then 
their brains w ill be irreversibly damaged so that they w ill be docile 
vegetables, thus ineffective in their liberation struggles.

Over 600 lobotomies a year arc performed in the United States. 
They arc done on:

1. Over-active children as young as four years. “A t a con
ference at the beginning o f March. 1972, in Houston, on ‘Neural 
Bases o f Violence and Aggression.' attended by doctors from all 
over the world, a Dr. Sano from Tokyo was pleased to report that 
one of his best cases was a child who'became markedly calm, pas
sive. and tractable, showing decreased spontaneity.' "(emphasis 
added)'*

2. Depressed middle-aged housewives those arc my sisters 
who have been conditioned by this society to believe that their 
fulfillment in life (and personhood) depends on motherhood, and 
whose children have now left and taken with them their mother's 
socially-conditioned “ life’s meaning." Women’s Liberation would 
be much better therapy than slicing up their brains.

3. Addicts
4. Alcoholics
5. Old People
6. And, o f course, homosexuals and prisoners.
The political implications of lobotomies arc the scariest o f all. 

In 1967. after the Detroit riots, three Boston doctors, Frank 
Ervin, Vernon Mark and W illiam Sweet, wrote in th e Journal o f  
the American Medical Association that i f  social, economic and 
racial deprivation were responsible for the riots, then everyone in 
the ghetto would have been involved. They said that only a small 
portion committed “ violent acts.”  They went on to suggest that a 
“ brain disease" might be responsible and that a screening pro
gram should be set up to institute preventative treatment for 
potential rioters. Ervin, Mark and Sweet arc all associated with a 
newly-founded organization called the Neuro Research Founda
tion o f Boston, which receives grants from the National Institute 
o f Mental Health (N IM H ) and from the Justice Department’s 
l.aw Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), together 
totalling over S600.000.

Included in the Neuro Research Foundation’s grants is a 
$108,931 grant from LEAA  to study “ the incidence o f violent dis
orders in a state penitentiary for men; estimate their prevalence in 
a non-incarceration population, and improve, develop and test 
the usefulness o f electro-physiological and neurophysiological 
techniques for the detection o f such disorders in routine examina
tions." John Irwin, a former prisoner, who is now a professor o f 
penology at San Francisco State College, commented: “ The 
Department o f Correction. . . has been searching desperately for 
a new technique o f control. . . Now they’re concocting a new 
category: the revolutionary psychopath, aggressive personality, 
violence prone.’’7
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Some o f you may be called to make that diagnosis.
Let’s talk for a while about mental hospitals, in which some of 

you work or from which you receive consultant’s fees.
Mental Hospitals m irror the Capitalist System in that they arc 

based on a “ scarcity model.” * This model says that certain neces
sities and “ luxuries" are to be kept scarce and to be used as 
rewards in a hospital this means such things as cigarettes, 
ground privileges, help, friendship. The social order, then, be
comes full o f complex patterns o f acquiring and bartering and 
people’s lives revolve around making choices because o f things 
they can gain, rather than for intrinsic interest. This same model 
exists in the system outside o f hospitals, and though there is 
enough for everyone, the holding back o f objects (and privileges) 
causes a certain dependence and insecurity on the part o f the 
lower classes.

I recently heard the statistic from a Ph.D. economist that i f  all 
the wealth in the United States, which is mainly controlled by 1% 
o f the population, were equally distributed among the popula
tion, every family o f four would havean income o f $18,500 a year! 
“ The setting up o f a scarcity economy in the mental hospital 
causes atomized existences." The same is, o f course, true in the 
society in general. “The setting up o f a post-scarcity social order 
would lead to  honest social interaction and revolutionary 
change."*

People arc committed to mental hospitals for reasons not 
generally understood by themselves or the public. Put simply, 
“ certain people had certain problems in living which came from 
an oppressive society, not from ‘intra-psychic’ problems. Social 
relations in our society take away the human social interaction 
that people arc capable of. The family has played a major role as 
an institution which enforces social values and places stigmas on 
rebellious people.” 10

Mental patients are kept feeling helpless and powerless because 
they arc labeled “crazy”  or “ insane," which carries a social expec
tation that they arc not able to take care o f themselves and act 
responsibly. It is obviously a vicious circle. Yet in Cuba, at Maz- 
zora, patients do take responsibility not only fo r themselves, but 
for the hospital as well, and they do the maintenance work as well 
as design and build new structures. And they take pride in this 
work and in their environment.

It is commonplace at Mazzora for patients to ask to remain as 
employees and auxiliary technicians after they have been dis
charged. Perhaps the real reason fo r this is that the predomin
ating idea which inspires staff and administration is that every 
mentally ill patient is deserving o f the utmost respect and con
sideration and if  treated thus, he; she is capable o f doing fo r him
self, herself and for others much more than what has generally 
been supposed.11 It should also be pointed out that at Mazzora. 
patients are not drugged into stupor, as they typically arc in U.S. 
hospitals; knives, mirrors and other cutting objects arc left lying 
around; there are no barred windows and very few locked doors.

On the other hand, let’s lake a look at what’s happening in 
South Vietnamese mental hospitals, where Amcrikan mental 
health professionals arc using operant conditioning to “ win the 
hearts and minds" o f the Vietnamese. Captain I..H. Cotter, a 
Marine psychiatrist, several years ago saw two operant condi
tioning “ therapy" programs^y two West Coast Biggies. Jonaas 
and Schaefer, and decided to  use their ideas at Bien Hoa. The pro
gram essentially used Electroconvulsive Treatments and starva
tion techniques to force mental patients to work for Amerikan 
soldiers at the rate o f less than I cent a day. The ultimate success, 
according to Cotter, was that .he was able to get men and women 
Vietnamese mental patients to work in Green Beret camps, in 
Vietcong territory, producing food fo r the soldiers, and, o f 
course, cutting costs for Amerikan Imperialism.

The report of Cotter’s “ work" was published without dis
claimer in the American Journal o f  Psychiatry. 1967. 23-28,
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and has since been reprinted in a widely used text by Ulrich. 
Stachnik, and Mabry, entitled Control o f  Human Behavior. 
Volume II. “ The very publication o f the article without dis
claimer and the reprinting o f it as a model for others to follow 
illustrates where psychiatry and behavior modification are at. The 
only reason fo r reprinting it in a behavior modification text for 
'non-military readers' must be to  encourage such practices and 
such ideologies in the general populations controllers normally 
work over."12

But we don't have to go to Vietnam to find such uses o f psycho
logical techniques. Wc don't even have to go out o f California. 
Behavior modification is being used on political prisoners at 
Vacaville. Even some o f the more "liberal." so-called "human
istic" forms o f therapy are today being used to "cool out" poten
tial troublemakers. Transactional Analysis, fo r example, is being 
used by the Federal Bureau of Prisons to help inmates see their 
oppressors as friends. It’s the game o f “ I ’m O.K., he's O.K., the 
pigs are all O. K." w hich is bullshit. In a letter to Rough Times, one 
prisoner tells what’s going on:

"In  the larger society there is a basic contradiction between the 
oppressor and the oppressed, likewise in the prison there is a basic 
contradiction between the ja iler and the jailed. As wc see TA  prac
ticed here it appears that the purpose is to cloud over or reduce the 
contradiction. Our job. o f course, as revolutionaries, is to 
heighten the contradictions and show people how to solve the 
contradictions in their lives. The ‘I’m OK. you’re O K ’ ruse is at 
work all the time. There is a basic contradiction between a guard 
who is perverted or addicted to control, or who works out o f a 
critical parent bag while prisoners try to work out o f an adult bag. 
but the TA freaks will have us believe ’he’s O K.’ you see?

"TA . as it is practiced in the penitentiary, seems to divide the 
men. men are wary of each other. . . TA  has also got the men into 
policing themselves. Now this isn’t a bad concept, but in the pres
ent situation they have got the men enforcing rules on themselves 
and each other that arc just absolutely bullshit rules. Like weed. 
There is always a certain amount of weed in the jo in t, guards, 
being victims of a competitive system, often bring the weed in and 
sell it for an outrageous profit, but i f  a brother in T A  cops some 
weed and someone in his group finds out about it a ‘special game* 
will be called on the weed smoker and the dude has logo through 
a lot o f grief, and maybe even a righteous bust.

“ Or mustaches. . . i f  a man in T A  has a mustache that a group 
member considers too long a special game w ill be called on the 
hairy brother and he w ill be encouraged (understatement) to trim 
his ‘stash. The TA  group forces you to go along with a ll the rules, 
whether the rules arc proper or not, (and) i f  you don’t go along 
with the rules they say you are looking for ’negative strokes,’ and 
shame on your ass ‘cause they’ ll ’game’ you into submission. So 
through TA  they have the men checking on each other, policing 
each other and intimidating each other into the accepted 
norm. . . The question arises time and time again: Transactional 
Analysis, in the hands o f the ruling class, serves what purposeT’ ,J

Psychologists arc all engaged in political activity. Whether wc 
like it or not. whether it is done knowingly or unconsciously, wc 
are all clinical and experimental psychologists engaged in 
activity which supports an oppressive system. By the nature o f our 
values and activity, wc support the Capitalist System, which, by 
the nature o f its ideology and practice, oppresses people all over 
the world.

As part of the maintenance of cultural hegemony, ruling class 
ideology becomes the dominant ideology through the transmis
sion o f it by the social institutions, including schools and univer
sities. Psychological oppression in advanced Capitalist society 
provides the necessary social control fo r maintenance o f this 
hegemony, and research funding agencies, and their control and 
use of information as counter-insurgency activity, further pro
tect the status quo.

P.rc 6

Capitalism depends on the alienation o f human beings for its 
continued existence. By alienation we mean several things, among 
which arc: a feeling o f noninvolvcmcnt w ith the forces and in
stitutions which determine much o f our lives (namely govern
ment); isolation from one another (e.g.. the nuclear family 
model); a basic feeling of helplessness in the face o f social prob
lems (you really can't fight C ity Hall alone); mass production 
jobs; and the orientation o f our society toward individualism, 
materialism, and status, rather than collective consciousness and 
struggle.

Alienated labor is necessary to maintain the gross national pro
duct and advance imperialism. Alienated people, living in iso
lated nuclear families, buying separate homes, washing ma
chines. color TVs and so forth, arc also necessary. Psychologists 
are. of course, also very necessary for the maintenance o f Capi
talism because someone has to deal w ith all those alienated 
people! But psychologists do not. for the most part, perform a real 
service for those people. Instead, psychologists perform a very im 
portant service for the Capitalist System, and help it sustain it 
self. Clinical Psychology is political activity. And it is basically 
conservative, in tacit support o f the status quo.

Alienated people arc righteously angry. But what do they us
ually do with that anger? Most often it is turned on the self, or 
those closest to the self. It is d ifficult for alienated people to see 
that the source o f their alienation is their oppression by a de
humanizing system that represses the actualization o f their true 
potential for creative, loving, autonomous human existences. It  is 
difficult particularly because we live in a society that heavily em
phasizes the psychological but primarily on a/>ez.toztfl/(intra-psy- 
chic), rather xhansocial or politica l level. That is to say. when peo
ple have what are called "emotional problems" they arc made to 
feel totally responsible for them; they are made to feel that these 
problems originated somewhere inside o f themselves, rather than 
to see that their social conditioning and their oppression by Capi
talism cause them to lead bifurcated lives and arc at the root o f 
these problems.

What I am saying is that people are alienated by the oppression 
of the System and then mystified about that oppression. M ysti
fication. that is. deception regarding the truth, keeps people from 
fighting their oppression by making them either conform to it. or 
feel powerless against it. It keeps people isolated from each other, 
rather than involved in movementswiththo.se who share the same 
form of oppression (e.g.. Women’s Liberation. Gay Liberation, 
Third World Liberation). It is d ifficu lt to see, i f  one feels inade
quate. that it is the standards that arc false. It is d ifficu lt to see. if 
one has problems relating to the opposite sex (or to the same sex), 
that the rigidly stereotypic sex roles forced on human beings arc- 
causal factors and, o f course, that they arc necessary to the 
maintenance o f Capitalism. I f  women, fo r example, were really 
given equal opportunity for employment, the system would col
lapse. The labor market could not handle the additional bodies, 
under the present system. Women must, therefore, be kept at 
home as much as possible, and it is best for the System i f  women 
believe they belong there. I f  homosexuality did not carry such 
heavy social and legal taboos, more people might engage in gay 
relationships. Bisexuality in sexually non-repressive cultures is 
the rule, rather than the exception.

What would happen to the nuclear family then?

But psychologists either don’t know about, o r choose to ig
nore. such matters. We have been taught to help people “ adjust" 
to their situations, to “ cope with reality," rather than to question 
the legitimacy o f the definition of reality; to try to be "sane" in an 
unjust, insane society; to become part o f it rather than to struggle 
with others to fight it and establish alternatives leading toward a 
more humane world. And wc have been taught theoretical bases 
of neurosis that originate in the self or in some childhood trauma, 
and we don’t know about, or again, choose to ignore, the hislori-
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cal, social, cultural and political factors that have really been the 
cu'prits. So wc help people cool o ff that righteous anger and that, 
obviously, helps the system.

But what else could be expected? Psychologists arc oppressors. 
We are trained by the system to be oppressors under the illusion 
that we arc humanitarians. Male psychologists assume they can 
be of some value to female clients, when, in most instances, they 
cannot. Straight psychologists have such mistaken notions o f gay 
people and arc so hcterosexually biased that they do so much 
more harm than good it is pathetic. “ O ld" psychologists cannot 
help the youth; they belong to a new order, a different culture. 
White psychologists can do black people no good at all. And 
certainly rich psychologists cannot help the poor not that that 
isa particularly relevant point the poor don’t usually get to talk
to rich psychologists.

These generalizations and they arc intended as such, rather 
than as absolutes may need further explanation. Let’s lookspc- 
cifically at the male therapist/female client example (the logic of 
which explanation can be applied to the other examples). When 
wc look at a therapy relationship, wc must look at it in-terms of 
power: it is inherently a power relationship (as things exist now) 
with *1 for the therapist, -I for the client. When this relationship 
involves a man and a woman, as therapist and client respectively, 
wc must also consider the nature o f power in male female re
lationships in general again ♦ I for the man, - I for the woman. 
Even self-professed “enlightened" therapists, who have the “ best 
of intentions.’’ belong in this power categorization. Their female 
clients, having been thoroughly socialized to sec men as author
ity figures or in some other ♦ I-manner, w ill most likely perceive 
the therapist from this perspective, regardless of his intentions 
(which intentions, incidentally, arc suspect to this writer, con
sidering the power of non-conscious ideologies [c f the work o f 
Sandra and Darryl Bern.

"Ini glad you dig it. man. . . . It's nostril hairs."
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I f  wc accept the assumption presented in this paper that psy
chological problems have as their root social oppression, and wc 
accept the fact that our society is male supremacist, then we must 
conclude that an oppressor cannot be therapeutic to those he op
presses. This assumes, of course, that most ( if not all) male thera
pists arc sexist, which is corroborated by the verbalized ex
periences of thousands o f women (as reported in Women’s Lib
eration literature). It is further assumed though admittedly 
speculatively that the problems most women see therapists 
about have much to do with men and their relationships to them 

though this may not always be initially obvious. We must 
therefore conclude that any woman who seeks psychological help 
from a male therapist is manifesting and, obviously, exacer
bating. her masochistic tendencies and is identifying with her op
pressor. This makes further sense when wc consider how mysti
fied (deceived) women arc regarding their socialization and op
pression, and how this state o f affairs leads to masochistic be
havior (anger and frustration turned inward, rather than toward 
the appropriate external cause).

Keeping in mind the foregoing generalizations, let’s consider 
what the typical clinical psychologist is like. He is white, middle to 
upper-middle class, straight, male, and by the time he gets 
through all o f the irrelevancics of graduate school and hooked 
into the system’s “ security" trap. old. And he is. by the standards 
o f the society, rich. And he becomes rich o ff o f the alienation 
created by the society that he is working for. that he is per
petuating, so he can continue to get rich, and have status, priv
ilege, and power. He is an exploiter, not a helper, o f  the people.

I f  this strikes an angry chord with those o f you who are listen
ing. let’s get away from rhetoric and generalization for a while 
(though we all admit that generalization is necessary for survival, 
we must also admit that it is often absurd) and get down to a per
sonal level. Let’s ask ourselves if  wc arc really w illing to give up 
those five-figure positions and work with the people who really 
need our help. Let’s ask ourselves individually i f  wc are w illing to 
take a long, hard look at our values, in terms o f money, status, 
privilege, power, and give them all up. or at the very least, use 
them to the advantage of the truly needy. Let’s look at the class 
nature o f professionalism and ask ourselves if  we arc not in fact an 
elite, privileged group of people w ho live life styles unavailable to 
the masses of people because they arc o f a different class, and that 
wc got there because wc arc white, born into middle or higher 
class families, and have been given access to educational priv
ileges.

One solution that some people are trying out in various parts o f 
the country is living in collectives with families o f “ profes
sionals." non-professionals, and just plain people, and offering 
services and skills free to those who need it and asking for do
nations only from those who can give them, such donations go
ing to the support of the collective, rather than as payment for ser
vices rendered. The collectivization o f mental health services is. as 
I see it. a very positive step forward in breaking dow n the class na
ture o f professionalism.

Skills which were attained in elitist, privileged institutions 
and w hich are capable o f being learned in ways other than formal 
graduate schools are shared. The present process o f skill trans
fer perpetuates mystification by convincing people that psy
chologists arc in possession o f some kind o f gift (or secret in for
mation). and that it is. therefore, necessary to seek the aid o f an 
outsider, rather than helping oneself and seeking help from one’s 
friends, because this outsider has a “ sk ill" that very few are given 
access to learning; therefore, it must be good, right?

Psychologists have, we must all admit i f  wc arc really honest, a 
mystique in the society. That mystique constitutes a certain kind 
of status afforded only a few o f the intellectual superheroes that 
the culture has created. Everyone has personal problems. Psy
chologists ostensibly solve those problems, know about human
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behavior, and can help people in their most serious moments o f 
stress better than others can. This is pure mystification.

Probably the most important point regarding therapists and 
therapy is that the values o f the therapist directly determine the 
methods of therapy and the nature o f the relationship between 
therapist and therapee. Therapists who maintain expensive pri
vate practices, bourgeois life styles, or other manifestations of 
class status, cannot possibly transmit, without obvious 
hypocrisy, an analysis o f the oppressive social system which is at 
the root o f the emotional problems o f those who seek therapy. 
When one values a life style that smacks o f privilege, affluence 
and power, one cannot by definition, be a revolutionary person. If  
one is not revolutionary as a psychologist, one is conservative, a 
maintenance man for the cultural hegemony o f the ruling class.

“ Too many individual therapists operate as i f  they accept the 
immutable facticity o f social arrangements, and arc unwilling to 
jo in  with their clients in a concrete struggle against an intolerable 
life space . . .  it is amply evident that the actual conduct o f in 
dividual therapy aims primarily at adjusting the deviant, and 
mostly ignores the paramount social issues which arc the major 
factors in a non-organic ‘pathology.’ ” 14

The word, “ deviant," w ith all o f its negative social connota
tions, must be considered from a different perspective. It is prob
ably the “ deviant" who is making the most healthy response to 
his/her oppressive social conditioning and life-destructive 
environment. But the “ deviants”  arc usually incarcerated in men
tal hospitals and prisons, where they are drugged, shocked, or 
lobotomized into submission, cooled out with Transactional 
Analysis, o r murdered.

I am reminded o f the words to a Bob Dylan song about 
George Jackson, who was murdered by the State fo r his political 
activism:

Sometimes I  think this w orld is one big prison yard
Some o f  us are prisoners
And the rest o f  us are guards . . .

Therapy becomes a form of social control. Therapists arc used 
to commit political people to institutions. I f  a Ph. D. hangs a label, 
such as paranoid schizophrenic or soon: revolutionary psycho
path on a person who sees a conspiracy on the part o f the 
government to repress the people, his word is used in the service o f 
the interests o f the ruling class. The fact that such labels arc ab
surd, have no evidential support, and arc destructive, matters not. 
The fact that there is a conspiracy also matters not.15

(Any decent understanding o f the society makes it obvious that 
even paranoids have real enemies!)

Or perhaps the fact that there is a conspiracy matters most. 
And, whether they know it or not, admit ot or not, psychologists 
who allow their “ services”  to be used in this manner, arc com
plied with that conspiracy . . .  an insidious conspiracy against 
the people. And ultimately against themselves, because psy
chologists are not really members o f the ruling class, only one 
group among many o f its pawns.

But therapists become gods in the eyes of the people. When one 
is afforded that kind of status, particularly in a social system 
where meaningful ness in life is nonexistent fo r the many, it is d if
ficult to confront the meaninglessness of such a false position. It is 
very difficult for psychologists to see themselves as oppressors. 
Perhaps it is even more difficult for us to see ourselves as op
pressed. The latter is most important because it is a necessary step 
for psychologists to take before we can really identify with the 
people we are supposed to be serving and jo in  together in the 
struggle against the system that oppresses us all. Those old ego de
fenses arc we all know hard nuts to crack!

We must ask ourselves if we are really happy; i f  wc are really 
leading fu lfilling lives. If  we can answer that question in the af
firmative. we must ask it again and think simultaneously about 
the class nature o f professionalism, about the privilege o f the edu

cated. and about the masses of people not just a few. but the 
millions who do not have that privilege, who struggle daily for 
sheer survival, who arc being bombed and murdered in Vietnam 
and the ghettos with the use o f weapons, including information, 
which research funding agencies have paid psychologists and 
other researchers healthy sums for. We must examine our con
sciences. We must all painfully examine our values. Wc must con
front our own cultural conditioning, including those racist, sexist, 
classist values w hich determine our biases. We must practice gen
uine self-criticism.

It is hopefully clear by now that what I am talking about is the 
fact that psychology is- itself a “ social problem" and not a tool for 
solving other problems. Psychology is the study o f alienated 
people, but lacks the recognition that it is so. Psychology is the- 
product o f alienated people, people so removed from the mean
ing o f their humanity that they believe that rigor, control, experi
mentation and statistics constitute vehicles toward understand
ing human life. Academic psychology is a reflection o f Amcrikan 
alienation. It explains very little, if anything, about the human 
condition, but is itself a symptom o f a poisoned culture and, like 
that culture, requires explanation and radical change.

The myth that scientific methodology is value-neutral, and that 
therefore social scientists beneficially apply their knowledge to 
social problems, is false. Most applied research in the social sci
ences has been used to reinforce rather than alleviate problems. 
The biases underlying positivist methodology coordinate per
fectly with the needs of the ruling class: the separation o f subject 
and object; the concern only w ith external, measurable behavior; 
the preoccupation with method rather than content; the need to 
manipulate, control and predict. It is no coincidence that terms 
like “ manipulate”  and “ control" arc desirable in the lexicon o f so
cial science and pejorative in the vocabulary o f social ethics.

We rationalize our behavior by stating that the results o f re
search are not the fault o f the methodology, hut instead the appli
cation o f the methodology. Wccall methods abstract toolsand in
sist that wc cannot control how that which comes from our re
search is used.

I reject that line o f reasoning. It is most often the case that 
method and application evolve interdependent^ in a context of 
specific political and economic realities. Who controls the 
funds to support what research? Mainly, as wc all know, gov
ernment, military, industry and its tax-exempt foundations 
foot the bill for research which sharpens the tools of "value- 
neutral”  methodology, when applied, serves their interests. 
Workers produce more; consumers buy more; inhabitants are 
made more docile in concentration camps called pacification 
centers, mental hospitals and prisons; children arc less “ spon
taneous;”  women "adjust" to their “ natural” roles; gay people 
submit to torture out of false guilt and its concomitant maso
chistic tendencies; soldiers rationalize and repress their guilt 
and are helped to accept the role o f murderer for the good of 
the “ society;" and on and on and on.

Should the world survive the evils in which social science plays 
its part, historians w ill look back on the dinosaur o f Amerikan 
Imperialism and sec psychology as a tiny ganglion in its toe, un
less we begin to seek new directions. What is needed urgently is for 
psychology to begin to set up humane, politically conscious (this 
means non-sexist, non-racist, non-classist, non-oppressive in gen
eral) guidelines for research methods, content, and application, 
and to censure, excommunicate, rc-cducatc. or otherwise deal 
with those not conforming to these standards. Following the Chi
nese model1", committees composed o f people from all sectors 
(professionals, students, mental pateints, workers, various races, 
sexes, ages. ctc.)could get together to work out thcdetailsof these 
guidelines. Collective struggle oriented toward making psychol
ogy truly useful to  the people is called for.
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The “ Do-Your-Own-Thing”  ideology that has become so wide
spread in the 60’s and 70’s is bullshit and must be attacked at all 
levels. As human beings with consciences, increasing awareness 
about the connections between repression, oppression, and the 
System, we arc intelligent enough and should be responsible 
enough to make judgments, a word and act we have all grown to 
feel guilty about, about what is right and what is wrong what is 
correct politics and what is done in the interests o f the ruling class. 
There are rights and wrongs. Do your own thing is liberal bull
shit. particularly when the lives o f people are involved.

It is not right to let a neighborhood youth center, supported 
heavily and freely by public funds, directed by conservative busi
nessmen. bureaucrats and professionals, that is promoting cool
ing out o f anger, individual adjustment to the “ real world." and 
other counter-revolutionary activities, to exist without chal
lenging it.

It is not correct to ignore the situations in mental hospitals and 
prisons simply because we don’t live or work there.

As Bob Dylan has put it: “ The battle outside ragin’ w ill soon 
shake your windows and rattle your walls . . . The present now 
will later be past . . . The order is rapidly fading . . .Y ou r sons 
and your daughters arc beyond your command . . . Your old 
road is rapidly aging . . . Get out of the new one if  you can't lend 
a hand . . . The times they are a-changing."

I would like to end by talking about my own reluctance to pre
sent this paper at A PA. 1 am a psychological profession drop-out. 
After eight tecth-gritting years o f study, five essentially wasted 
years of therapy, and three somewhat painful years o f teaching, 
the contradictions between my own emerging political radical
ism. particularly my feminist perspective, and the irrelevance of 
psychology particularly clinical psychological theory and prac
tice to what is really happening with people, became in
tolerable.

I have been reading a journal called Rough Times, formerly 
The Radical Therapist, for about a year and a half, almost since 
its beginning. Almost all ofthe material fo r this paper came cither
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It is not correct to just let the m ilitary do their own thing in 
Vietnam.

We arc obligated to challenge the field o f psychiatry and its 
malpractices (which have been amply illustrated in this paper), 
rather than continue to live with the illusion o f peaceful 
coexistence and mutuality, or w ith “ tolerance" that comes from 
professional intimidation. Such examples, as you well know, are 
innumerably. We must make contradictions more apparent; we 
must challenge the wrongs, as well asset up alternatives. Live and - 
let live is a destructive, anti-human stance w hen it involves fascist 
ideological conditioning o f the minds o f people.

Young people today including, fortunately, an increasingly 
large number o f young "professionals" (now known as profes
sional drop-outs) and those presently incarcerated in our grad
uate programs, are becoming increasingly aware o f the dead-end 
nature o f mainstream society, in which they can only get 
jobs ( if  jobs arc even available at all) which sap their creativity and 
humanity, rather than expanding (heir possibilities.

Because of our increasing awareness o f the contradictions 
created by the classist, racist, sexist, anti-youth nature of the 
ideology perpetrated and perpetuated by those in power, we arc 
becoming unable to swallow our disgust and pain and become 
part o f the established order. And we are getting together in 
small groups, in political and service collectives, in mental health 
hospitals (forming Insane Liberation Front groups), in universi
ties. in communities, in the military', everywhere. We are edu
cating ourselves about our oppression, we are changing our life
styles. values, and personal relationships, we arc working to
gether with people to create alternatives.

In China, the training o f medical professionals ceased fo r sev
eral years after the Cultural Revolution so that new beginnings 
could be made after re-education of existing professionals and re
orientation o f the profession.17

The field o f psychology is going to have to change radically i f  it 
is to remain alive, much the same way that men w ill have to 
change if  they want to relate to women who are whole, real per
sons in their own rights, rather than ancillary creatures.
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directly from Rough Times or The Radical Therapist o r was heav
ily inspired by them. I have followed with interest the encounters 
o f the Radical Caucus with the APA and regional meetings, as re
ported in RT. The results have been discouraging. Why waste the 
energy? The RT has taken the stand that the APA and other pro
fessional leaders “ w ill not change, nor should we expect them to." 
Therapists are an elite in-group. They arc members with pleasant 
careers, money and status. So-why rage about the injustices of this 
system? Why bother with people who have no obvious reason to 
want to change?

I'm not sure of the answer. My nagging feelings about the mat
ter are that therapists are people, who surely must, at some level, 
be aware of the destructiveness of the profession as it now stands 
(the statistics regarding effects of therapy are too embarrassing to 
ignore), and who continue doing w-hat they are doing because they 
do not sec any alternative, and because they do not have an under
standing o f the historical and social forces w hich cause people to 
be unhappy and to seek professional help those who arc able to
afford it.

I gave serious and lengthy thought (several months to be hon
est) to how I might present the material in such a way that people 
might listen non-dcfcnsivcly. How I might reach people’s hearts 
rather than only their ears leading to shut-off brains. I wanted to 
be gentle, to reach out, rather than pushaway. But it is difficult to 
do that when the information is so heavy. So I decided to just tell 
it as I see it - right out front. There is a lot o f love behind it. a lot 
o f concern. It is difficult material to deal with, even for me. be
cause confrontations with the contradictions o f one’s own life are 
always painful. Doing something about them is even more d if
ficult. But we must start somewhere, right? And I believe I have 
begun in my own life. Many o f you have. too. Some o f you may 
want to. Some of you may not.

For those of you who do. a good beginning would be a sub
scription to Rough Times, which you can receive by sending S6 to 
the following address: Rough l imes. P.O. Box 89. West Somer
ville. Mass. 02144.

But for whatever it was worth. I have been here today to be the
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radical anchor woman of this symposium, to conlront us with our 
contradiction* and the contradictions o f our profession, clinical 
psychology, its conservative bias, and its role in oppression of 
people all over the world. I sincerely hope I have been o f some 
value to you.
P O W E R TO TH E  INSANE LIBERATIO N  FRONT!
UP THE REVOLUTION!

1. “Vietnam: a feminist analysis." Boston Lesbian Feminists. Rough 
Times. Vol. 2. No. 8. July 1972.
2. “Gay Death at Vacaville." Don Jackson. Rough Times, Vol. 2. No. 7. 
June 1972.
.V “Psychiatry & Homosexuality: New ‘Cures"*. Louis Landcrson. Rough 
Timex. Vol. 2. No. 8. July 1972.
4 “Lobotomics and Prison Revolts.'* I.N S. Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 6. 
April 1972.
5. “Lobotomics arc Back.” Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 6. April 1972.
6. Ibid
7. Ibid.
8. “Social Change at Harrowdalc State Hospital." Phil Brown, Rough 
Timex. Vol. 2. No. 6. April 1972.
9 Ibid 
10. Ibid
I I  “ I he Remarkable Hospital at Mazzora." Prcnsa Latina (Havana). 
Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 8. July 1972.
12. “Operant Conditioning in a South Vietnamese Mental Hospital." 
Robin W inkler. Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 8. July 1972.
13. “Transactional Analysis Cools Out Prisoners." Pun Plamondon. 
Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 7. June 1972.
14. “ In Defense o f Individual Therapy." Tim  dc Chcnne. R adica l 'Ther
apist. Vol 2. No. 4. December 1971.
15. “Why was Martha Mitchell KidnappedT  Mae Brusscll. The Realist. 
No. 93. August 1972.
16. “Psychology as a Social Problem: An Investigation into the Society 
lor the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI)" Rough Times. Vol. 
2. No. 6. April. 1972.
17. “Mental ('arc in Peking." Frank Adams. Rough Times. Vol. 2. No. 8. 
July 1972
18. “Education and Science in China." Ethan Signer and A rthur W . Gal- 
ston. Science. Vol. 175. No. 4017. 7 January. 1972.

(Note: It is my feeling that the foregoing paper was written “ col
lectively" by myself and the following people: W illiam Barlow. 
Mac Brusscll, Paul Krassncr. Dean Metcalf, Karen Rotkin. M i
chael Rotkin. the students from my self-actualization o f women 
class, UCSC, Summer. 1972, members o f the Radical Therapist 
Collective and other contributors to The Radical Therapist and 
Rough Times, and many others with whom I consulted and from 
whom I received feedback during the w riting o f this paper, which 
must, therefore, be considered as a collective o f ideas, rather than 
an individual creative endeavor. The actual form and content o f 
the paper were assembled together and decided upon by myself, 
but it would not have been possible to do this without the help o f 
those mentioned and others. The paper has been slightly revised 
since being presented to A PA, thanks to the thoughtful com
ments and criticism o f Dr. John Grossbcrg.)
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Tang Spelled Sideways is Fart
Reporter Paul Hoffman has a Xerox of a Xerox o f a Xerox of 

the following section from an official NASA transcript o f a con
versation between astronauts John Young and Charles Duke 
during the moon launch on April 21. 1972.

Young: I got the farts again. I got ’em again. Charlie. I don’t 
know what the hell gives ‘cm to me.

Duke: [unintelligable]
Young: Certainly not I think it’s acid in the stomach. I really

do.
Duke: Probably is.
Young: I mean. I haven’t eaten this much citrus fru it in twenty 

years. And I’ll tell you one thing in another twelve fucking 
days. I ain’t never eating any more. And if  they offer to serve me 
potassium with my breakfast. I’m going to throw up. I like an 
occasional orange. I really do. But I’ ll be damned if  I’m going to 
he buried in oranges. -  - - _ .  , ____ __________

CLOCKWORK ORANGE
(Continued from Page 4)

Back in real life, officials in California’s Department o f Correc
tion requested S48.000 in federal funds to finance an experi
mental program affecting violence-prone inmates, involving sur
gery to “ reduce electrical output from a part o f the brain that is 
not working right."

Alex gets cured of violence, but the loss o f sexual desire goes 
with it. He had not been limited to rape in his pre-treatment incar
nation. There is that speeded-up manage a trois scene, a little 
comic relief that has become a tradition, from Blow-Up to  Cisco 
Pike. When 1 was a kid. 1 went to an all-city high school orchestra 
concert in New York, and when they played the William Tell 
Overture there were several music-lovcrs in the audience who 
called out. *‘H i-yo Silver, away!" Now the Lone Ranger has been 
replaced by a common male fantasy.

Alex had picked up his pair o f instant lovebirds in a record 
store w here the camera flashed momentarily on the Soundtrack 
from 2001 album. Stanley Kubrick’s answer to the Alfred H itch
cock tradition o f inserting himself briefly in each new film  
occurred in A Space Oddyssev itself: long an admirer o f Citizen 
Kane. Kubrick added in neat Parker Penmanship the word 
Rosehud in the lower right-hand corner o f that mysterious 
monolithic slab.

In //, Malcolm McDowell asked the basic question: "What I 
want to know is. when do we begin living?" The question fo r our 
time becomes: “ Can we harness the passion for living into socially 
constructive outlets?’

Wc were given revolutionary violence as a resolution then, and 
a happy ending now because Alex gets cured o f his cure, as he 
imagines himself doing the old in-and-out without throwing up.

Despite the fact that Plavhov referred to this encounter as a 
“ brutal rape," it is the woman w ho is on top. voluntarily enjoying 
herself, and we are left but to walk out o f the theater wondering if  
this means Alex w ill turn to violence once again too. as a 
concomitant to the love of flesh. That is. a tangible violence, not 
just the political corruption to which he so w illingly accedes.

This is the yin-yang implicit in Gene Kelly’s rendition of 
Singing in the Rain, a tunc we have always subconsciously known 
to be connected to pain and torture, at least in a synchronistic 
way. just as the police sergeant dines on sandw iches and tea while 
Alex is being beaten up by cops in the very next room.

Somewhere in America there is an usher in a movie house who 
is going to murder the theater manager in cold popcorn. His moti
vation employee exploitation. But the act w ill officially be 
blamed on the notion that he simply saw Clockwork Orange loo 
many times.
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Being In Without an Outlet
You’ve heard o f selling refrigerators to Eskimoes?
My friend Bob used to sell electric freezers to islanders in the 

South Pacific.
On one island the possession o f one of his line o f freezers was a 

must for status-conscious natives. The freezers were selling like 
hotcakes.

Bob finally quit his job. right in the middle o f the freezer boom. 
The thing that got to him was the fact that there was no electricity 
on the island. This didn’t bother the status-conscious natives but 
it did bother Bob’s conscience.

The Medium Is the Message
Once, when I was a police reporter fo r the C ity News Bureau of 

Chicago. I was assigned to cover the gangland-style murder o f a 
labor union leader. The guy had been shot in the head after a 
bomb wired to his car's ignition had failed to go off.

A bunch of newspaper reporters were interviewing the chief of 
the organized crime detail an hour or so after the body had been 
found. The chief was answering questions about the murder 
weapon, the motive fo r the killing, the suspects, etc.

Suddenly a newsman for one o f the local television stations 
pushed his way into the group, shoved his microphone under the 
chiefs face and asked an incredibly stupid question.

The newspaperman standing next to the TV reporter put his 
pencil in his breast pocket, placed his note-pad in his jacket 
pocket, turned and slugged the television reporter on the jaw. The 
TV newsman fell onto his back and lay there unconscious.

The newspaperman took out his pad and pencil, and the press 
conference continued. Meanwhile, the TV newsman lay uncon
scious at our feet. No one gave him another thought.

Cleanliness Is Next to Installment Plan
My roommate David was a fellow reporter at the C ity News 

Bureau o f Chicago. He was not the tidiest fellow in the world and 
had a giant stash o f laundry which made his room and the rest o f 
our apartment smell hideously. I and mv other roommates 
eventually talked David into taking his d irty clothes to the 
Chinese laundry around the corner on North Avenue.

David got a bedspread and placed it on the floor o f the dining 
room. He then carried several bushels o f d irty laundry from his 
bedroom and stacked them in the center o f the bedspread. He fin 
ally collected the four corners of the spread and started dragging 
the d irty laundry down the stairs and up Wells Street toward the 
Chinese establishment. The load weighed about 60 pounds.

Well. 60 pounds o f laundry cannot be washed cheaply. So 
David made a deal w ith the proprietor o f the laundry. Whenever 
he'd need something he’d walk into the shop and tell the man: 
“ Give me 50 cents worth of underwear. 20 cents worth o f socks 
and two bits worth o f shirts."

The Smoked Oyster Liberation Front
My friend Dennis used to boost a lot of tasty delicacies from the 

shelves o f our local supermarket. He specialized in smoked 
oysters and little expensive things like that.

Eventually, the supermarket people figured out that he was a 
thief. So one time they assigned the assistant manager to follow
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Dennis around, to make himself obvious to let my friend know 
they were on to him.

Dennis walked into the store and quickly had some oysters 
stuffed in his trousers. He looked around and there was the assis
tant manager. Jesus. Dennis thought. /  have to get r id  o f  these 
oysters.

But the guy stuck to him like glue. Everywhere Dennis went 
produce, canned goods, beverages the assistant manager was 
right behind.

Dennis almost panicked. I f  he couldn’t get rid o f the oysters 
without being seen by the assistant manager, he’d have to go 
through the chcckstand with them. And he didn’t have any 
money.

But. near panic was the mother o f invention.
Dennis went to the office and found the manager in. He pointed 

at the assistant manager, standing nearby in the dog food section, 
and revealed to the boss: “ I think one o f your employees is a 
queer, and he’s been following me everywhere I go. I thought 
you’d better know about it.’’

The manager, beaten at his own game, nodded. He called the 
assistant manager off. and Dennis got rid o f the hot oysters.

One Flew Into the Cuckoo’s Next
The first Hell’s Angels party at Ken Kcsey’s place in La Honda 

has been widely reported by various participants, all o f whom 
must have been as fucked up as I was that night. But no one has re
ported the case o f the guy who was hung upside down from the 
rafters in the living room.

This guy arrived late at the party and crossed the bridge over La 
Honda Creek after the rest o f us were deeply into the weirdness. 
He came up to the little clusters o f F’ ranksters and Angels 
standing around campfires and other attractions, and said to us: 
“ Hi there. You don’t know me but I’m okay. Now don’t get para
noid. I’m cool. dig. Now don’t get parano.id.’’

He walked from group to group, freaking everybody into 
paroxysms o f paranoia.

F-'inally. one Hell’s Angel felt he had to deal w ith the guy. So he 
picked him up. carried him inside Kcscy’s house, put a rope 
around his feet and hung him upside down from the rafters. The 
poor guy hung there all night. Every once in a while someone 
would give him a push and he’d swing like a pendulum. By 
morning a humanitarian had helped him down and he’d returned 
to Fkrkclcy where, I learned later, he became a prominent cuckoo.

Gas Moves in Mysterious Ways
One Prankster bus trip  was into the wilds of the T rin ity  Alps in 

Northern California. We slept while Dale Kesey did the driving.
When we awoke in the morning Dale was asleep and the bus 

was on a remote d irt road. There was no one about but us and a 
rattlesnake. Dale finally woke up and revealed that he had 
stopped at this particular spot because the bus had run out o f gas. 
He didn’t know where we were.

Instead o f getting pissed o ff we got out and wandered around. 
And one of us came upon an old man wearing a fake deputy’s 
badge who told us to get o ff the property. "Where arc weT’ we 
wanted to know. He told us. And after checking our pockets and 
determining that we had no cash, only George Walker’s Stan
dard Oil credit Gird, we learned from the old man that the nearest 
Standard Station was at least 75 miles away. And there was no 
traffic on the dirt road for hitchhiking so we’d have to walk much 
of the 75 miles.

We ate some breakfast and considered our predicament.
As we finished eating we heard an auto horn honking at the bus. 

We walked to the back o f the bus and found a Standard Oil gas 
truck stalled there. The driver asked us to move the bus. We told 
him we were out of gas. He said he had to get to a copper mine at
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the end o f the dirt road. We told hifn we had a credit card. He got 
out. filled the bus with gas. used the credit card, filled out a re
ceipt and continued on his way. And so did we.

The Merry Pranksters Reach Nirvana
From the T rin ity  Alps wc took the bus to a lake in Mendocino 

County, where wc all took some Czckoslovakian acid and 
plugged the bus* sound system into a socket in the public men’s 
room. Ken Babbs turned into a duck and wandered around 
quacking prophetically after Gretchen Fetchin had covered his 
somehow sticky body with feathers from a pillow.

When the Rangers closed in to announce that wc were not 
allowed to use park electricity to power the bus rock ‘n’ roll 
system, the Head Ranger kept trying to find out who was in 
charge. Wc all pointed at Babbs, who was wearing his DayGlo red 
pith helmet and his feathers.

The Head Ranger seemed incredulous that Babbs could be in 
charge o f a/mhing. but he finally walked up and told Babbs that 
we had to unplug the bus. A fter the Head Ranger had given a 
lengthy explanation o f the reasons for his order. Babbs began to. 
quack at him.

Unnerved, the official called for reinforcements. But by the 
time we were outnumbered, Kcsey had returned from a sojourn 
lost among the trees and wc were able to make a getaway.

Hauling out of the park. Zonker and I sat atop the bus. still 
stoned. We got a down-filled sleeping-bag from below and 
George Walker joined us. But the sleeping-bag ripped and what 
appeared to be several cubic yards o f feathers started streaming 
out behind the bus. caught in the headlights o f the car behind us.

by Kathie Streem

I met with “ the enemy”  this summer in Paris. The Vietnamese 
people have tremendous pride in their culture and deep love and 
respect for their country something that is rare in the United 
States. These feelings stem from 30 years o f fighting against fo r
eign interference; to the Vietnamese people, the struggle does not 
end until the final victory'. I asked how- they would respond to 
peace proposals Nixon may try to force upon them to insure his 
election, and the answer I got was reassuring:

"We’ve been fighting too long to save our country from foreign 
invaders and wc are not about to surrender our people to the cor
rupt leadership of Richard Nixon the same man who is right 
now bombing our countryside. We are aware of games played by 
American politicians and we know that Nixon cannot end the 
war. It is up to the anti-war movement in America to pressure him 
to stop the bombing, and to destroy his image and his credibili
ty.”

So I had a real inspiration to bringdown to Miami wc had to 
destroy Nixon by any means necessary. I wanted to k ill all the vil
lains who were murdering my Vietnamese friends. I got slightly 
distracted, however, by the Democratic Convention. There 
weren’t any real villains there with Daley and Humphrey gone.

The Democratic Convention turned out to be more o f a hip so
cial event and freak show than a meeting o f the pigs. The Demo
crats had long hair, smoked dope and let every day people wander 
freely through the Convention Hall, big hotels and campaign 
headquarters (though the security may be a bit tighter after this 
summer, in order to avoid situations like Jerry Rubin deciding he 
should marry into the Kennedy family and chasing Kathy Ken
nedy all over the place).
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That was the Great Duck Storm.
Wc ended up in a clearing near Willies. I threw a beer can o ff the 

bus and it struck something metallic. Kcsey threw one in another 
direction and it struck something metallic. Kesey announced that 
we were in the middle o f a garbage dump after assessing the 
metallic sounds. Sure enough, when the sun rose we found our 
psychedelic bus parked in the exact center o f the W illits Dump.

How Do You Get to Memory Lane?
When Julius Karpen. former manager o f Big Brother and the 

Holding Company, used to drink a lot o f gin. he developed his 
habit o f keeping a list of all the things he h~d to remember to do. 
Without the list he was lost.

One day I was visiting, and Julius was walkingaround with a 3- 
by-5 file card in his left hand. He wasn’t paying any attention to it. 
just carrying it. In fact, it seemed like he’d forgotten the card was 
in his hand.

Finally. I asked Julius what was written on the card. He showed 
me. It read: “ Look in your back pocket." It was a note he’d w rit
ten to himself.

So he looked in his back pocket. And there was his list o f things 
he was supposed to do.

Julius* memory' was so poor in those days that he eventually 
hired Lcn Frazer to be his memory. I.en remembered where Julius 
had set dowm his glass of gin and tonic, what time the Dick Van 
Dyke show came on TV, when it was time for Julius to keep 
appointments, when he was supposed tosend a Chanukah card to 
his folks, and so on.

The crazier you were, the more they loved you. I hc Demo
cratic Convention was a perfect opportunity to get real chummy 
with people who have money and influence. During the week o f 
their convention. Miami Beach turned into Peyton Place.

Germaine Greer came on to every man in the movement. She 
approached Ed Sanders one night in the Convention Hall by tell
ing him how great she was in bed. Fd shied away. " I don’t want to 
be in your next book. Germaine, what if I’m bad?"

Hubert Humphrey, in his last desperate attempt to win votes, 
paraded through the lobby of the Doral Hotel and ended up shak
ing hands with Abbie Hoffman (Hubert didn’t recognize Abbie 
who was wearing his Popular Mechanics press badge).

Abbie introduced himself and asked: "D id  wc make our point 
in Chicago?"

Humphrey, talking out o f five sides o f his mouth, answered, 
"Well. Abbie. you certainly made your dent in history I’ ll give 
you boys credit for that!”

Abbie lashed back: “ Yeah, well, the point was wc didn’t want 
you!”

Six Secret Service agents threw Abbie up against the wall and a 
speedy little Hubert breezed on by.

The marches and rallies going on around the Democratic Con
vention were fairly low-key and tried to focus on the more posi
tive aspects o f our culture. The Yippics built up strong bonds with 
local Senior Citizens. The old people wanted to live, march and 
die with us. Most o f them were poor, had been in concentration 
camps and had lost a lot o f grandchildren in Vietnam.

They gave the most moving speeches of the whole convention; 
every chance they got they called N ixon a Nazi and demanded an 
end to the racial genocide in Vietnam. We walked around wear
ing buttons calling for “ Senior Power" and they recognized any
one with a Yippie button on as a friend. The old people were right 
on.
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The only action that made headlines during the Democratic 
Convention was the SDS Sit-In. Led by a very small but strong 
woman named Marty, SDS jammed 1500 people into theJobby o f 
the Doral. demanding that McGovern come down and state his 
position on the war. The day befdfe. he promised the families of 
POW’s that, under his leadership, the U.S.would not pull out o f 
Thailand until the prisoners were released, and no one would 
leave until he came downstairs to  clarify it. He couldn’t stay up 
there forever.

Finally. McGovern walked down the winding stairway to the 
lobby, after quite a bit o f pressure from the young people work
ing for him (they’re called The McGovern Kids). He was very in
tellectual and stated his politics rationally and morally. Marty, 
meanwhile, was sitting on someone’s shoulders with a mega
phone in her hand, and kept interrupting the Senator by scream
ing: "D o you support the SDS Anti-Racism B illT  She was trying 
to get McGovern’s signature on it.

The people in Miami had been hearing about this proposed 
’•anti-racism** bill for two months and. aside from being sick o f it. 
no one outside o f Marty and the rest o f the SDS felt it offered any 
realistic alternative to racism. Some people even thought the bill 
was sexist. Moreover, the 1500 people sitting in at the Doral that 
night thought it was not the appropriate time to discuss it. But 
McGovern was prepared for SDS and had studied the bill. Marty 
finally shut up after he gave 6 w ry  valfd reasons fo r not signing it.

McGovern did a short campaign pitch and then went back up
stairs (in the elevator this time) to Elea'nor. while the demonstra
tors marched back to Flamingo Park, the liberated /one.

During the six weeks between conventions, about 50 organi
zers stayed in Miami Beach toplan their actions for the GOP. The 
Movement was probably the most divided at the start o f the Re
publican Convention. A t least 10 different political collectives 
were represented in the main organizing and each one had their 
own scheme. SDS wanted to laser-beam Rockefeller.

The Zippies were trying to re-live the Yippie tactics o f 1968 and. 
seeing as the situation and the battle we had to fight had changed a

•  lu  Margaret Mead — for attributing her heavy schedule to "post
menopausal rest."
•  I o l)r . Malcolm Potts — for suggesting that "cigarettes should go on 
prescription.”
•  I o Art l.inklettcr — for announcing that "marijuana is loo bulky to be 
handled by organized crime.”
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great deal in four years time, they probably helped the Republi
cans more than anybody else.

A local weirdo name Holy Joe toured the city every day push
ing “The Lord Jesus for President.”

The Miami Women’s Coalition created the Women’s Anti- 
Rape Squad and went on a relatively successful campaign to edu
cate every person in Flamingo Park and the rest o f the world to 
the rights of women.

The Vets had the strongest political statement to make, but too 
often they were forced into the role o f policemen.

A coalition was formed, uniting all the groups who wanted to 
concentrate their efforts on the war and the defeat o f N ixon. It 
consisted of YIP. Miami Conventions Coalition. M iami Wo
men’s Coalition. National Alliance of Gay Organizations and the 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War.

There was a lot o f internal fighting between the coalition and 
the Zippies. and that hurt our credibility more than anything. 
Tom Forcade, who made up and financed the management o f the 
Zippies. served as chief provocateur -  with events like “ Free A r
thur Bremer Day" and. by the end of the summer, there wasn’t 
a single person in the park who didn’t suspect he was a police 
agent.

A local group, called The Anti-Heroin and Hard Drugs Com
mission, labeled him evil. The last time anyone saw Forcade he 
was picked up for Grand Larceny with his secretary, Cindy, im
mediately released, and then he mysteriously disappeared. He left 
the three other Zippies busted with him in ja il, penniless; Dave 
Dellinger got them out.

The marches, the riots and the arrests at the Republican Con
vention were incredible. On the first day. there was a huge Wo
men’s March with a rally in front o f the Convention Hall. A few 
hours later the other members o f the coalition joined the rally for 
a George Jackson Memorial Service.

On the second day, we took up 3 blocks surrounding the Con
vention Hall and created our own Street W ithout Joy. The se
cond-day demonstrations were the most shockingly effective and 
creative guerilla theatre displays to hit the streets ot M iami Beach.

The Street W ithout Joy was a magnificent spectacle. The dele
gates w ill never appreciate how much work we put into it for 
their benefit. Patty Oldenburg, an immaterially elegant Yippie 
woman, rented an elephant from Kingling Brothers; the elephant 
led the march out of Flamingo Park dragging a black coffin be
hind him.

We had obtained a media pass fo r the elephant under the name 
of L.A. Font, and his mission was to deliver the coffin to Nixon 
inside the convention hall (just a little reminder to let him know 
we hadn’t gone home). We even thought to measure the entrance 
doors ahead o f time, to be sure he would fit.

Behind the elephant, glided the l ower o f Shame. It stood 25 
feet high and was a float donated to us by a fraternity at the Uni
versity of Miami. The l ower was constructed in Flamingo Park; 
in the under-exaggerated heat (which we are convinced was a Re
publican plot to drain our energy). 50 Yippics worked day and 
night for a week, building a bizarre and powerful political state
ment.

We didn’t need words to describe the horrors o f the Nixon Ad
ministration. Visuals were stronger evidence o f the corruption 
within the party in power. A trocity photos of Vietnamese babies 
with their arms and legs blown off by napalm were made life-size 
and wallpapered the Tower, along with Death masks, posters and 
other symbols o f destruction.

A sound system blared out Barry Maguire’s version o f Eve o f  
Destruction mixed in with Nixon's Checkers speech.

A ja il was built on the tower and four people in black robes 
stood inside of it, holding onto the bars and staring blankly into 
space with tears in their eyes. Hanging over their heads was a 
painting done by two American women. It showed the silhou-
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ettcs o f two Vietnamese women: one shooting down an Ameri
can B-52: and the other, right next to her, lying dead in a rice 
field. As it hobbled along on 4 tiny little tires (one o f which went 
flat during the march) the l ower o f Shame stood out as a symbol 
o f our culture.

After the tower, marched the masses. Many people were 
dressed in death robes and had war-painted their faces. There 
were no chants it was a funeral march and everyone was silent.

When we arrived at the Convention Hall, the elephant tried to 
make his way inconspicuously inside but, despite his press cre
dentials. was turned down at the gate. We decided to leave him 
there at the front entrance occassionally his trunk would thrust 
itself over the fence which really intimidated the guards. In their 
sensitivity sessions, the Miami Beach Police Department had not 
learned how to deal with elephants.

Allen Ginsberg and Peter Orlovsky also remained standing by 
the front gate, leading a chant, and Allen held the book The Poli
tics o f  Heroin in Southeast Asia on top of his head, so all the pic
ture-takers would have something to focus on, besides his face.

Demonstrators lined both sides o f the Street W ithout Joy, 
some lying bloody in the streets, others carrying signs and ban
ners and other props, and doing guerilla theatre skits. Someone 
announced over the microphone that we had enough people there 
to surround the Convention Hall.

Surround it wc did.
On one end, wc had a huge rally with Jane Fonda, Daniel Ells- 

herg. Dave Dellinger, Shari Whitehead, Bobby Seale and Rennie 
Davis as guest speakers. Nearby, the Zippics tried to drown out 
the speeches with their rock band (until someone finally cut the 
cord to their sound system).

A t another corner, a minor riot broke out when the delegates 
started arriving. Demonstrators forced the delegates to go 
through a gauntlet of shame and treachery in order to get inside. 
Many tires had been slashed and car windows broken, and a lot o f 
delegates had to walk through the bloody, ugly, smelly crowds if  
they wanted to see their convention. They were harassed, shoved 
and spit-upon.

Five people working closely together sent the limousine o f 
Senator Buckley (Rep.-N.Y.) flying down 17th Street.

Two Vets were run over when a crazy cab driver was ordered by 
his Republican passenger to drive 40 miles an hour into a crowd o f 
people. (This doesn't even sound believable to me. but I saw it 
happen so I know it must be true.)

The pigs weren’ t prepared for any kind o f confrontation ac
cording to our tactical manual wc were supposed to fit the de
mands o f “ Law and Order”  until the next night, hut some people 
just couldn't hold in their contempt and they ran out o f tear gas 
after the first 5 minutes o f disorderly conduct.

State Troopers invaded the city and blocked o ff the Lincoln 
Shopping Mall and surrounded big office buildings, stores 
and banks. Late that night, the residents o f M iami Beach hoarded 
up their windows some fled to the Florida Keys fora few days. 
And the pigs charged the Tower o f Shame, ripping it to shreds 
with their clubs. A  highlight o f the evening was watching them 
clean up the mess afterwards. Rocky Pomcrance made the State 
Troopers pick up our garbage.

And 3000 people got stoned on adrenalin that night.
Wc were all riled up from the action and a little  nervous about 

the practicality o f the big event planned for the following night 
“ The Great Massive Sit-in Scheme”  by Rennie Davis. For weeks 
wc had been organizing this Mayday-type sit-in; people broke 
down into affinity groups and each group was assigned a particu
lar entrance o f the Convention Hall to block.

We planned non-violent and mobile C ivil Disobedience, the 
outcome being mass arressts. A ll arrangements for the sit-in were 
made in cooperation with Rocky Pomcrance, the Chief o f Police 
with a suntan, who promised no tear gas would be used because o f
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Senior Citizens. Rocky was our friend until we needed him.
Wednesday morning I pranced into Wolfies, Miami Beach’s 

Jewish delicatcssan w here the management hates hippies, fo r my 
usual coffee and hanana bread. I found a seat at the counter, 
right next to a female member of that cvcr-so-obnoxious organi
zation, The Young Voters for the President. I f  I described what 
she looked like to me. I would come o ff sounding very sexist and 
piggish, so I’ll try to keep my prejudice out o f this and just la
bel her big, fat and ugly. She was all dressed in red, white and 
blue and her body was plastered in buttons: n ix o n  l o v e s  
YOUTH . . . YO ITH  LOVES NIXON . . . AGNEW IN 7 6  . . .  I AM 
A YOUNG REPUBLICAN!

During their orientation period, these people were trained to 
smile a lot in public, talk to pcopleand. above all, be friend ly! Un
fortunately for Nixon, most of them aren’t too bright. I stared at 
this person who was about 21 with contempt, and decided to 
strike up a conversation.

“So you’re with the Young Voters for the President?”  She 
looked up, a little surprised, then smiled and shook her head. “ I ’m 
with the Yippics.”  I continued, and she nodded her head once 
more. She just kept smiling and bobbing her head up and down. I 
leaned over and asked her in a whisper what she knew about 
Martha Mitchell: she finally had some information to offer:

“Oh, Mom says she’s a real nut!”
The rest of our dialogue was a bit more meaningful; luckily, I 

had my tape recorder.
Me: So why do you like Nixon so much?
.S’/nv Well, um, um. uh. well, gee. it’s hard to answer that in just 

one sentence.
Me: It doesn't have to be one sentence. I’d wait for hours to hear 

one valid reason for supporting him.
She: Well, y’ know, it’s hard to run a country it’s a hard job  

and. 1 guess coasidering the circumstances, he did a pretty good 
job . . . y’know people don’t realize how hard it is.

Me: What about his position in Vietnam?
She: Oh.
Me: What about the bombing o f the dikes? Do you even know  

about the bombing o f the dikes ? (She shook her head no apolo
getically. I felt like I was talking Greek.) He isn’t bombing m ili
tary targets he’s bombing villages. Nixon is killing o ff  the 
peasants in North Vietnam to pressure Hanoi into giving in at the 
Paris talks.

She: But aren’t those people Communists?
Me: I’m a Communist does that mean he has a right to mur

der me?
She: Well. Nixon isn’t the one literally doing the bombing.
Me (yelling): Well, he could sure stop it. couldn’t he?
She: I don’ t know.
She got up. paid her check and walked out o f the restaurant, 

knees wobbling.

Most of these young people who flooded the Convention Hall 
with cheers and balloons when Nixon received the nomination 
had no idea what was going on. why they were a part o f it, or who 
the Republican pigs were.

Sammy Davis Jr., who is a traitor to every black person in this 
country, was paid to charm them and. since they liked him. they’ll 
go along with Nixon. They were sent to Miami Beach by their pa
rents w ho told them they were serving their country. They were 
drafted into the Republican Party.

(Norman Mailer said that Nixon w ill win the election because 
the American people arc stupid.)

I walked back to F'lamingo Park where the last-minute plan
ning was going on for the sit-in. A ll the affin ity groups were or
ganized and prepared; people got stoned and waited. About 10 
minutes before the final march to the Convention Hall was to 
start, a few- of us went for a ride in a helicopter to check out the ci
ty.
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“Children do not believe in G od. It is when 
they have to learn to suppress the sexual excita
tion that goes hand in hand-with masturbation 
that the belief in God generally becomes 

! embedded in them. Owing to this suppression, 
they acquire a fear o f pleasure. Now they begin 
to believe in God in earnest and to develop a fear 
o f him. On the one hand they fear him as an 

| omniscient and omnipotent being, and on the 
other hand they invoke his protection against 
their own sexual excitation. A ll o f this has the 
function o f avoiding masturbation. Thus, it is in 
early childhood that religious ideas become 
embedded."

W ilhelm  Reich 
The Mass Psychology o f  fa sc ism  

.................................................................. ...
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We freaked out and almost nose-dived into the Seaquarium 
when we saw that every single street in the city o f M iami Beach, 
with the exception of Collins Avenue, had already been blocked 
o ff by old buses and State Troopers. The pigs had 5 supply trucks 
that we could sec, filled to the brim with gas cannistcrs.

We rushed back to the park for an emergency meeting. Seeing 
as Collins Avenue was the only route the delegates could take to 
get to the Convention Hall, we decided to block traffic by march
ing up to the Fountaincblcu Hotel, where most o f the Republi
cans were staying. We would keep them out o f the convention by 
making the street inaccessible to them.

Everyone felt really high when we left the park. Some were con
fused: “ What are we doing on Collins Avenue? We're nowhere 
near the Convention Hall!”  It was true; our plans had changed 
drastically at the last minute, and it was clearly too late to o r
ganize another scheme.

At the emergency meeting. Jeff Nightbyrd told the crowd: 
“ Let’s try and march down Collins Avenue and hold our sit-in at 
the Fountainebleu. I f  it doesn’t work, everybody do what they can 
and good luck!”

The absurdity of the situation kept the energy level high. There 
was a lot o f chanting, singing, shouting and some street trashing 
—the vibes coming out of the march were happy, inspired, confi
dent. We reached 34th Street only to find a line of State Troopers 

arms linked blocking o ff the Avenue.
Someone in the front o f the line yelled "Turn Ije ft!"  A group o f 

people did start to turn left and were confronted by another line o f 
troopers locking them out of 34th St. The back end o f the march 
decided spontaneously to push through the pigs. Five helicopters 
circled above and dropped enough CS gas from the sky to blind 
100,000 people.

T he events that followed the initial provocation by the police 
were not organized. For the most part, demonstrators lost con
tact with each other and had no idea what was going on anywhere 
other than where they were standing. Our months o f organizing 
had failed, in this /espcct. to maintain communication on the 
streets in a crisis situation

Anarchy took over the demonstrations every action was 
spontaneous and every' woman and man their own leader. A ll 
summer, the Mayor of M iami Beach and the Chief o f Police acted 
like our friends they helped us with everything and we were 
naive enough to believe they would actually allow us to sit down 
and block all the entrances to the Convention Hall.

Things could have been worse had the city officials not been on 
our side all along but. even in Miami Beach, a pig is a pig. and 
their job comes before any moral obligations to friends. A ll in all.
I feel that the actions o f Wednesday night were successful and 
effective, despite the chaos.

Fifty or 60 people sat down in the intersection of 34 St. and Col
lins Avenue, led once again by Allen Ginsberg’s chanting (Gins- 
T g saved the spirit in every bad action his calmness reached a 
lot o f freaked-out demonstrators).

These were the first people to be carted o ff to ja il. A few were 
maced by Miami Beach cops on the way to the paddy wagon.

.»out 2000 more ran onto the beach heading fo r the ocean to 
escape the gas the sight o f the demonstrators jumping the 
waves just have looked incredible from a helicopter. Some ran 
into the otcls and were arrested in the bathrooms. More arrests 
took place on the beach.

Lcslit Bacon was thrown into a padddy wagon head first by five 
pigs. She was charged with stealing sand from the beach and held 
in $50CC >ail.

When she gave her name to the judge, he immediately ran an 
FBI check on her and. through his security contacts, found out

THAT WASHY ,
A  BOM01N6 f iA tP f  

IT  WAS A  PfiCfrecriVE  
RBACTIOH STRIA’S /

she was not the same Leslie Bacon “ who received such notoriety 
for her involvement in the Capitol Bombing." Needless to say, she 
was the same Leslie but, seeing as the woman arrested before her 
gave her name as Bcrnadinc Dohrn. the judge refused to believe it. 
Her bail was dropped to S25.

Peter Orlovsky's price was set at $1500 because he wore pig
tails.

Alan Ginsberg carried two sticks o f incense into the courtroom 
and wore a yellow silk cape: every time he was asked a question 
Allen answered with “ Ahhhhh . . .”  He refused to speak until his 
lawyer arrived and. of course, his lawyer had also been busted.

David Dellinger debated the war w ith the judge for 15 minutes 
and the judge decided this man was not a “ kook" and told him he 
could go home. But Dave refused to leave, so did everyone else 
who was busted. The Judges in this Miami Beach courtroom had 
never in their lives seen such an assortment o f weirdos; they 
couldn't understand why anyone would demand to go to ja il.

Back in Tear-Gas Land, people broke into small groups and 
disrupted all forms of Republican life at every intersection in the 
city. I was watching the movie going on from the roof o f the A l
bion Hotel with two friends, and Secret Service Agents kept com
ing up and trying to kick us o ff the roof they told us President 
Nixon would be arriving at the Convention Hall any minute and 
we were in perfect sniper range.

I asked them if they really liked Nixon and they said. “ That's 
immaterial, our job is to keep the roof-tops clear.”

As soon as the agents left, we went back on the roof and, with 
no guns, pretended to shoot down the hundreds o f helicopters 
that were flying over us. It’s a w onder they didn’t bump into each 
other. A ll of a sudden, we heard a bang-bang noise right behind us 
and a cloud o f gas landed right on our heads they were gassing 
us on the roof! ,
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I turned to run inside and almost walked o ff the edge o f the 
building. I found my way to the door and when I reached the hall
way. our Secret Service pals were standing there with my two 
choking friends, saying. " I told you so ha ha ha.”

We went downstairs and back outside. You didn’t have to talk 
too far to find the action. There was a riot going on right in front 
o f our hotel. Gas cannisters were flying everywhere. I went up to a 
group o f Senior Citizens who were sitting on the front porch as if  
nothing out o f the ordinary was happening — and warned them 
they should go inside the gas could have killed them!

They shocked me with: “ A little action isn’t going to hurt us. Be
sides. wc want to stay out here and support you!”

A group o f pigs ran into the lobby o f the A lbion and started 
clubbing young people indiscriminately. They ran into the bar. 
picked two up o ff their stools, and slammed them down on the 
ground.

The most moving sight of the evening was when an 82-year-old 
woman went up to a State Trooper who was just about to throw a 
gas cannistcn she had tears in her eyes and screamed right into his 
face: “ No wonder they call you pig !The Democrats didn’t act like 
this. Nixon is trying to make a murderer out o f you. too! Youarea 
pin !"

An old man sitting on the porch yelled. "R ight on!”  A ll the 
other people agreed and applauded the woman when she re
turned to her scat. Wow! Those old people really learned fast! 
Actually, they were a lot smarter than we were all along, but ne
ver before had been given the chance to express themselves.

Some o f them wanted to go out on the streets and fight w ith us. 
and apologi/ed for their physical condition. “ We’d be knocked 
down in two minutes.”  one man told me sadly, "but it would be 
worth it." His w ife, o f course, would not let him leave his chair. I 
felt very inspired by their emotions and solidarity and decided to 
go out and fight fo r  them.

There was a large concentration of demonstrators involved in 
intense street trashing around the Convention Hall. They were 
getting gassed out of their minds. But some o f them had gas masks 
and even the ones that didn’t knew it was worth it. Gas seeped 
through the cracks and inside‘the Convention Hall. Ed Sanders 
was sitting light behind the podium and could smell it. The Re
publicans had to turn o il their air conditioning to prevent gas 
from circulating, and I'd. in a total sweat, kept requesting that it 
be turned on again.

I watched Nixon get o ff his helicopter on TV and saw his eyes 
twitch. Pat’s mascara ran as she walked hastily to the Convention 
Hall. There was so much gas on the streets of Miami Beach by 10 
p.m. that there was no way the people coming out o f the Conven
tion Hall could avoid it. And the demonstrators intensified the 
trashing as the hours got later, to keep the gas coming.

Many bus drivers and chauffers refused to drive the delegates 
home when the convention was over, for fear of being harassed by
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more demonstrators. Wc had scared the shit out o f the Repub
licans with our tactics. Many of them had to walk back 40 or 50 
blocks to reach their hotels, holding wet handkerchiefs over their 
faces the w hole way. It was nice to sec them getting some exercise 
for a change and. o f course, they got another tort ure job  en route.

People came up to them, eyes all puffed and dripping, bodies 
sweaty and smelly (M iami Beach smelled like a gym locker room 
with tear gas in it that night) and cried: "N ixon is a Nazi!" and 
other assorted insults. I heard that somebody even tried to macca 
delegate, but I don’t know if  it’s true.

One delegate did have his teeth knocked out during a confron
tation. Allen Ginsberg and Jeff Nightbyrd wrote him a letter 
from jail: “ Sorry' to hear you had your teeth knocked out. Maybe 
now you’ll understand the suffering in Vietnam a little better.”

Gabrielle Schang and Ed Sanders cooked up the only scheme 
that could’ve disrupted the Republican Convention. Ed had a 
floor pass with a seat directly behind the podium (he was close 
enough to smell Ronald Reagan’s perspiration odor). They knew 
that Allen Ginsberg had a scat six scats away from his. but Allen 
was planning to be out on the streets that night and would easily 
give his pass to them. As soon as Nixon started his acceptance 
speech. Gabrielle and Ed were going to walk quietly up to the 
front of the podium, take their clothes o ff and start making love.

They made a poster saying “ Make Love Not War”  to hold up 
while they were being dragged away. Gabrielle and Ed ran to 
Ginsberg’s room and told him the idea. Ginsberg flipped out. 
They asked if they could use his press pass and Allen apologized. 
" I gave it to Jerry Rubin live minutes ago.”  Gabrielle had fury- in 
her eyes.

Getting Jerry Rubin into the Republican Convention was as 
feasible as our elephant delivering his coffin to Nixon the night 
before. But Jerry had his heart set on trying and wasn’t about to 
let go o f his pass he had to cover the convention fo r his book.

As soon as one area calmed down outside, a confrontation 
would break out somewhere else. The pigs had to rely on helicop
ters to tell them where we were. A disruption started in front o f 
Wolfie’s on Collins Avenue and the pigs started using the famed 
Vomit Gas to break up the crowds. I saw at least 5 demonstrators 
and 2 straight people who just finished eating throw up in the 
street from the gas.

I noticed that the crowds were getting progressively smaller, 
and I couldn't believe people were giving up. There was at least 
another hour left before the end of the Convention and we had to 
be out there in full force when the monsters started pouring out of 
the hall.

My thinking was interrupted by a cannister o f Vomit Gas 
which exploded less than a foot away from me. I ran back to the 
hotel, which was less than half a block away: I bumped into a 
member o f the Legal Collective in the lobby w ho commented that

V

A  P K o re c r /v e
REACT/ON STRIKE 
MEANS NOT HAU/N6 

TO SAY YOU'RE 
SORRY.
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my face was turning olive green. I proceeded to vomit 6 times 
twice in the lobby and 4 times in the Men’s room. While I was bu
sy regurgitating in the Men’s Room, the pigs were raiding the 
Ladies’ Room those perverts!

I staggered out o f the bathroom and my Legal friend escorted 
me to the har. This is w hen I learned that 1100 people had already 
been arrested. I almost fainted, and, as I thought about it a little 
longer, I got very lonely and very sick. Everyone was in ja il 
there were only about 5 o f us left. We sat in the bar plotting our fi
nal offensive when Walter Cronkitc announced on national TV 
that a huge sit-in was taking place in front o f the Dora! Hotel. 
Everyone ran out o( the bar heroically: “ On to the Doral!"

We were on the street exactly 10 seconds (our lawyer timed it) 
before they started macing and gassing us again. I screamed at a 
bunch of idiotic pigs who were just throwing gas cannistcrs up in 
the air. letting them land wherever they happened to: " I  don't 
want to Ret gassed! /  want to get arrested! /  want to be with my 
friends!"

A pig yelled hack. "You’ll be with your friends in Hell, baby!”
I said “ Fuck you”  and he threw another cannistcr at me.
I couldn’t take it anymore it was ridiculous to continue fight

ing. The Convention was over and we had no reason to stay on the 
streets. Our forces w ere locked up and we were getting hurt by the 
leftover troops from the Miami Beach Police Department. They 
were the only ones using mace and they wanted to use it up 
that’s how crazy they were.

Seeing that there was no way we could reach the Doral (which 
was 70 blocks away), I w ent up to my room. I got a phone call from 
my friend Linda in jail. She was among the first people arrested 
and wanted to know what was going on.

From the reports I got. the Women’s Jail had certain luxuries of 
the Holiday Inn. Each cell block came with 50 women who were 
your close friends, air conditioning and a telephone. The women 
sang Communist camp songs all day and night: the guards beg
ged them (or some peace (to that, a woman named M irk replied: 
“ We wanted some peace, loo. and we got locked up fo r it!’’), 
whereas the black male prisoners working in the kitchen re
quested that they sing louder.

The women were totally isolated from the other prisoners in the 
Women’s House of Detention, but at one point they chanted at 
the top o f their lungs: "FR EE OUR SISTERS! FREE OUR
SELVES!”  over and over again. Some women locked up on the 
second floor yelled out their window: “ Right on. Sisters, you’re 
beautiful!”  During the entire time they spent in ja il, the women 
provided music and shouts o f solidarity fo r the benefit o f the 
“ real" prisoners.

The Women’s Movement was the strongest and most unified 
force to emerge from the demonstrations in Miami. A powerful 
feeling of sisterhood prevailed. Movement men were often seen 
leading women’s consciousness-raising sessions for other men in 
the park.

Unlike the other groups working in Miami, the w omen’s group 
was not fighting internally; the only internal struggle was at the 
beginning, before the women received the respect and equal roles 
o f leadership they deserved.

Miami Women’s Coalition was made up of women from all the 
various political organizations most o f them male-dominated

and its mere existence was the main factor that enabled many 
o f these groups to work together at all. MW C did incredible pre
convention actions at the women’s prison and. along with the 
Vets, maintained most o f the security in the park.

The presence of women on the campsite in such strong forces 
eliminated the rapes and a lot o f harassment that arc traditional
ly characteristic in “ people’s park"-type living situations. There 
were still a lot o f men who insisted on grabbing and pinching ass, 
but they were thrown out of the park by the Women’s Anti-Rape 
Squad.
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Moreover, most o f the men got an education and were very sen
sitive to the struggles of women. This was the first national action 
where no movement woman was treated as a slave, a secretary or 
even a sex object.

In jail, the women stayed as close together as in the park. A po
licy had been decided upon earlier that no one would leave the ja il 
until everyone was released. The women’s bails had all been 
dropped to S5 and SI0, but 13 men were still being held fo r huge 
sums. The women didn't know that the guards kept telling 
them all the men had been released.

Meanwhile, the city of Miami Beach was freaking out as it was 
costing them a fortune to keep 1100 people in ja il fo r those few 
days (the air conditioning and long distance phone bills were 
enormous).

When the time finally came for everyone to leave all charges 
and bails were dropped the women didn’t believe the guards 
and refused to move. They lined their mattresses up against the 
bars and had to be physically thrown out o f ja il three pigs es
corted each woman individually out of her cell, while she kicked 
and screamed and bit their hands.

Sometimes the ugliest and the hottest, but also one o f the most 
important aspects of the summer in Miami, was the situation in 
Flamingo Park. As soon as people started camping out. pro
blems arose. Local kids began hanging out in the park sniffing 
paint. Mescaline spiked with arsenic circulated around. The pre
sence o f infiltrators and provocateurs was obvious. Media peo
ple wandered around the park 24 hours a day. cashing in on the 
gossip, the meetings and the clashes between different movement 
groups.

We set up a Land Committee, made up o f representatives from 
all the groups and anyone else in the park who wanted to be in it. 
My deepest respect goes to a woman named Pam from San 
Diego, w ho was the chairwoman of these Land Committee meet
ings. That was a hard task, especially for a woman who is con
stantly being bitterly oppressed and attacked by heavy male egos; 
Pam handled every hassle beautifully.

Tom Forcadc always instigated huge fights at Land Committee 
meetings he disrupted every one o f them, and was responsible 
for a lot o f people getting disgusted and leaving M iami. There 
were arguments over sound systems, security teams, and how' to 
deal with the problems of hard drugs and provocateurs in the 
park.

Forcadc, o f course, wanted his own sound sytem. his own se
curity team, and he thought we had no right to exert pressure 
against the use of hard drugs. He was also the only person to vote 
in favor o f having provocateurs around.

Everyone else in the Land Committee (and on the land) had 
strong feelings o f unity and communal living. Wc felt wc could 
create our own alternative life-style in the park, and build a com
munity which reflected our culture and our politics. Forcadc was 
out-voted on everything and walked out o f the meeting.

A security team was immediately organized, a sound system set 
up to be shared by anyone w ho wanted to use it. and policies were 
voted on unanimously: Anyone using or selling any drugs besides 
grass and acid would be thrown out of the park, as would any man 
who harassed women and any provocateur who tried to discredit 
us. We were all aware, by that time, that anything coming out o f 
the park would have an affect on all of us. and every bad incident 
would strengthen our chances o f being defeated.

After things got set up. Flamingo Park turned into a relatively 
peaceful little community. The Miami Conventions Coalition set 
up its Expose'tents an art exhibit displaying both sides o f the 
life of the Vietnamese people: the ugliness o f war and the 
beauty of their c.ountry.

We “ borrowed" a number o f political films, including Winter 
Soldier. Milhous and the Police Department’s version o f May- 
Day and ran them continuously all night long.
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Wc set up an organic free-food tent, called Cocoanut Co-op, an 
alternative to the Zippic-lacilitatcd Green Power, known to most 
as “Green Slime** fo r its moldy white bread and generally 
poisonous food.

Speeches, rallies and music went on all day with special pro
grams organized at night. On the first night o f the convention, 
three Vietnamese students came to speak to the demonstrators. 
Their speeches had the immediate effect o f bringing spirit and 
strong emotional politics into the park. A few thousand people 
listened to them and. when they were finished, the unity level 
reached its peak.

Very few o f the positive actions that took place in M iami were 
reported in the media (except UPI International TV). The go
vernment put a lot o f pressure on the press in 1968. after all the 
gory details of Chicago were revealed.

As far as Nixon is concerned, the anti-war movement has re
ceived too much publicity in the past four years; practically every 
statement made exposing the imperialism in our country re
ceived elaborate coverage Attica. Kent State, Vietnam and the 
Pentagon Papers became international scandals. The recent re 
ports brought back from North Vietnam by Jane Fonda and 
Ramsey Clark gave us too much credibility in the eyes o f middle 
America.

Nixon is trying to use all his power (S) to control the media so, 
as Barry Goldwatcr put it in his speech at the Republican Con
vention; "The McGoverns and the Clarks w ill no longer be per
mitted to speak for the American people. From now on, only one 
man’s voice w ill be heard representing the true democracy in the 
United States the voice o f Richard M. N ixon.”
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But despite the absence o f good press, Miami was an impor
tant event. A new youth movement was born there, and the 
general attitudes o f the demonstrators were a lot fresher than the 
usually cynical feelings that have swept the movement in the past 
year or so.

At a time in history when fascism and outright human oppres
sion are growing and spreading like cancer, we have to maintain 
our joyous fighting spirits and continue to reflect a positive pre
sence to the American public.

Miami Beach is totally isolated from the real world and. this 
summer, a small movement community lived, worked and really 
grew there.

The isolation brought us closer together.
No one came out o f Miami feeling disillusioned. The struggles 

of the Vietnamese people and our own struggles inspired us to 
continue our work after the Republican Convention "until the 
final victory.’’ After 4 months o f organizing in M iami, everyone 
realized the desperate need for year-round local organizing. Our 
actions have to be intensified before and after the election; we 
cannot tell N ixon and the American people that we have given up 
and gone back to our parents’ life-style.

In an analysis o f this summer’s activities. The Great Speck
led Bird  reported: “ The old movement, as shown in Miami 
Beach, is dead. A new, revolutionary one must grow up from 
the roots."

There were some old-time movement heroes in the organizing 
ranks of the demonstrations but, lo r the most part, it was the 
youth — the new wave o f young people who are becoming ac
tive — that had the ideas, the creativity and the determination 
and ability to transform their idealism into reality.

Jerry Rubin and Abbie Hoffman withdrew from their roles as 
leaders and spokesmen for the Youth International Party in 
Miami. They both realized they could carry out their effective
ness on different levels, and that it was time to step aside and 
let new leadership emerge.

Since it started, the anti-war movement has gone through 
many changes; it seems that every 4 years a new group o f people 
take over. This summer definitely marked the end o f another 
tired, worn-out era; 15-ycar-olds arc looking for leadership 
they want to express their feelings, and they want to express 
them to people they have something in common with. The 
young people in this country are very educated and aware of 
the fascism in their government. We must concentrate our ef
forts organizing these people.

When I returned to new York. I found waiting for me a letter 
from a Vietnamese friend in Paris:

“ In recent days we had the opportunity to watch on TV 
mass demonstrations you carried around the Republican Con
vention in Miami. They arc really great. We appreciate much 
your creativeness and high fighting spirits. Wc wish to convey 
to you all our best feelings and ask you to give our love to 
friends who were arrested and beaten by the pigs.

“ Facts have shown again that the brutal repression o f the 
Nixon Administration couldn’t and cannot break o ff our m ili
tancy. just as the U.S. bombardment cannot shake our determi
nation to fight and to win.

“ As you know, N ixon denied and afterwards had to admit his 
bombs hit dikes, and his GOP convention has nothing new other 
than repeating what Nixon has been clamoring all along. This 
doesn't mean Nixon w ill stop making lies and stop escalating the 
war. He simply wants to make the Vietnam War no longer an is
sue.

“ Wc have to explain to everyone that the war is now Re-Ameri
canized. Wc hope the American people w ill not let Nixon waste 
more American lives and money in the Vietnam War.

“ Hoping to hear from you sometime.”
It was signed. “ With much love. Si Phan (Member o f the De

mocratic Republic of Vietnam).”
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by Robert Wolf

The Great Roach Holders Revolt

John Lennon and Yoko Ono had just succeeded in rajsing 
about SI '/^-million to establish 15 centers fo r 25 mentally-re
tarded kids each, w ith a benefit performance at Madison Square 
Garden, when just about every one who had ever written to 
Columbia Records for a review copy received a communication, 
by telegram, from Peggy Randall and A l Rosenstein o f a H olly
wood public relations firm.

Randall and Rosenstein are publicists fo r a new group which 
had released a debut album bearing their name. Mother Night. 
The 8 black and one white Mothers play guitars, with brass, elec
tric keyboard and percussion, such as congas. Their press release 
says that "Mother Night is the sound o f New York. . . Chicago 
isn't mean enough to produce this sound. . . A cross-pollination 
of the best o f the Apollo w ith the best o f the Fillmore East. . . 
created and recorded by people who accept New York. . . who 
deeply feel its triumphant beauty."

One of the numbers on the album, titled Julie Nixon, has been 
receiving suitable air play. Ms. Randall told me. A 4-minute ditty, 
it can pretty well be summed up in its early o f stanzas:

Send your roaches to Julie Nixon.
Pack 'em tight, seal the package right:
/.ip  code's gotta be on the bottom right side.

Send your roaches to Julie Nixon.
Don’t you wait, don't you hesitate: 
t he ghetto's in a pretty bad state.

"It's not a love song." Peggy Randall explained to me. “ it’s very 
socially significant. The idea o f sending roaches the crawling 
kind to Julie Nixon is to make the public aware o f what the 
problem is. So we have a sound truck going through New York 
City's ghetto neighborhoods, right now, announcing that the first 
100 people to bringa bag o f roacheswill be admitted frcctoaspc- 
cial concert the group is giving. And this is no put-on. The follow
ing day. the roaches arc going to be delivered to the steps o f the 
Capitol. We’re deadly serious. In fact, the group's royalties on the 
reoerd are being donated to a ghetto clean-up campaign.”

I asked why the roaches were being delivered to the Capitol 
instead o f the White House, where Julie Nixon is more likely to be 
found.

A l Rosenstein was busy supervising the printing o f copies o f a 
cartoon which would be handed out at the special concert one 
roach is shown asking another. “ Why are they sending us to Julie 
Nixon?'; the other, holding his suitcase, replies. “ Well.someone 
has to provide better housing. . ." but his explanation was, “ It 
would be distasteful to lay them on the White House. Anyway, 
we're trying to clear up the problem, not spread it around."

Congress is the proper focal point for clearing up the problem, 
he said, because there are several billspending, blah blah blah. . .

The special concert was held in a comfortable gallery divided 
into two floors. On the top floor, supposedly, were only the press 
people who had been invited there must have been 150 people 
in the room and the nine men who make up Mother Night, with 
their instruments taking up one end o f the room. Press people
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were given a single o f the Julie N ixon  song, and some bar chits 
(Andy Warhol “dollar bills").

Persons who brought roaches as their leverage o f admission 
were admitted to the downstairs room, where there were speakers . 
wired from the band upstairs. The roach bearers there were no 
reports o f anyone scalping roaches outside dropped theircom-
panions in an ambitious five-gallon ja r near the door. Appar
ently any number of roaches could play, the average person 
bringing maybe three one well-dressed woman brought hers in 
a B. Altman’s bag just to be sure to have enough fo r the price of 
admission.

The produce barely lined the bottom o f the jar, but a can o f 
Black Flag was standing nearby to pacify any who were 
uncooperative enough to try to crawl out.

Somebody had snuck a couple of crickets into the body count.
Peggy Randall was worried: “ It turns out now that we won’t be 

able to deliver these damn things for five days, to reach at the most 
appropriate lime. How will we keep them fresh?On icc.maybe?’ 
She was amenable to the idea o f spraying them with artist's 
lacquer.

The booze, available on both floors, must have been provided 
by Columbia Records, the way the bartenders weregushing it out. 
Then the Mothers couldn’t seem to get their heads together to do 
their set and when they did. they played only a few numbers. 
The audience had to rely on records fo r dancing, and few felt 
inspired enough though there was a little more dancing going 
on downstairs, among the poor people. Most, otherwise, were 
getting drunk.

When Rosenstein was asked when the band was really going to 
jam. he'd say. “ As soon as we collect a few more roaches." One o f 
the black musicians, out o f earshot o f Rosenstein, said. “ When 
they get all them roaches together, they're gonna dip 'cm in cho
colate for the white folks.”

From Right On to Hard On

Rachel Copelan. a member o f the Society for the Scientific 
Study o f Sex, has published two books. The Sexually Fulfilled  
Woman: 7 Steps to Orgasm and The Sexually Fulfilled Man: * 
Steps to Orgasm.

At 15. she was married, then became an actress. An eye a il
ment, caused by tension, resulted in blindness. A fter two years, a 
score o f doctors insisted that she must have one eye removed in 
order to restore sight in the other.

But on the eve of the operation she walked out o f the hospital 
and went to see a hypnotist she’d heard about. While in the state 
of hypnosis, she found that she could see. So she did eye exercises 
fora couple of years, improved her health in natural ways, and she 
regained her eyesight.

Though over 40 now. she doesn’t have to wear glasses.
She became a hypnotist herself, and is director o f the Institute 

for Auto-Suggestion, through which she teaches people to 
improve their sex lives, or whatever, through the power o f posi
tive self-suggestion.

At a program sponsored by the social acliv itics group o f Com
munity Church in New York, she told about a woman, over 60. 
who is one o f her clients. This woman has never looked at nor 
touched her own (or presumably anybody clse's) genitals. As Ms. 
Copelan said. “ It’s no wonder that nobody else ever looked at or 
touched her genitals either."

She did a stage-hypnotism demonstration with two men. on 
how- one can hypnotize oneself into making one's penis "as stiff 
and hard as an iron bar." She used their arms to demonstrate 
with, but she assured them after it was over: “ When you try this at 
home, you'll have more fun."
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COCKROACHES Family Blattidae 
Identification: Bodv flattened and oval, the head concealed from 
above by pronolmn. Wings usually present. Antennae long and 
slender. Tarsi 5-segmented. Cerci many-segmented.

The best-known cockroaches are those that invade houses, 
where they niav be serious pests. They feed on a variety of foods,

and have an unpleasant odor, hide in cracks during me uay, aim 
feed at night. A ll arc active, fast running insects; many species 
seldom if ever fly. Cockroaches are much more abundant in the 
South than in the N orth; the few northern species that occur out 
of doors (wood cockroaches) are usually found in woods under 
dead logs and stones.
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by Paul Krassncr
“ As a child.”  the President began, “ I was given a book as a g ift 

by my parents. M y mother had asked my father to  pick up a copy 
o f The U tile  Prince by Saint-Exupery. but he made a mistake and 
bought The Prince by Machiavelli . . ."

lie  tried on a smile so that the studio audience would know it 
was okay to laugh at his father’s mistake. W hile the studio audi
ence was laughing, the President continued to look d irectly into 
the red eye o f the television camera.

The director had instructed him: “ You’ ll be able to maintain 
that smile as long as you remember that redeye  is a synonym fo r 
asshole. So just look right in to  that old asshole and keep on sm il
ing . .  . .”

This particular TV  game show was being broadcast live rather 
than on videotape in order to create the illusion that it wasn’t 
being tightly controlled.

When the President finished delivering his autobiographical 
sketch, he whispered his secret- in to  the host’s right car. S im ul
taneously. these words were superimposed across their mutual 
image:

I HAVH A PLASTIC TOY WATER PISTOL IN  M Y 8RKAST 
POCKET . . . .

The studio audience snickered w ith confusion.
“ W ait." said the host out loud, raising his index finger in the a ir 

as if  to  goose a passing butterfly. ‘There ’s more."
The President concluded whispering:
. . . and  i’ m <au\<; ro dr in k  tiie  co n tem n  after t iie  panel

I All s ro CU ESS MY SECRET!
When the studio audience finished applauding spontaneously, 

there was a public service commercial for voluntary sterilization, 
and then the panel o f three professional guessers started the en
tertaining process o f determining what they were always li
terally the last to find out. For this was not. after a ll. a rigged 
program. A t least, not in the conventional sense.

His trusted Cuban valet who had placed the red-whitc-and-bluc 
plastic toy water pistol in the President’s breast pocket “ I've a l
ready filled it w ith water." he would later recall the President 
mumbling just as he handed it to him actually did not know 
the contents o f the envelope which the President asked him to 
place in the pocket alongside the water pistol.

I his is what it said, in the President’s very own handwriting: 
To Whom It May Concern, *

I fully realize that my committing suicide on network television at prime 
lime will seem distasteful to countless viewers at home. However, there 
have been so many rumors of the possibility of an assassination attempt — 
which would immediately throw the entire nation into utter chaos — that, 
as a final act of responsibility . I’ve decided to take my own life with each 
and every orie of you as first-hand eye-witnesses. This way, there will be no 
credibility crisis. An autopsy will clearly show that my death was due to 
srlf-udniinisterrd poison obtainable in any neighborhood drug store.
I here shall he no questions regarding the evidence in this case.

Hut I do not wish this incident to he construed as a mere‘’face-saving." I 
leave that kind of motivation for self-destruction to my many friends of 
the Oriental persuasion. No, my fellow Americans, you see, the pressures 
of the Presidency have simply become too great for me to bear any lunger. 
E willingly confess my weakness. In the interest of national security. I have 
been unable to confide in my immediate family, and so this tragedy will 
undoubtedly come as much of a shock to them us to you. Perhaps even 
more.

In parting, let me just say that it has been an honor and a pleasure to 
serve you. I have done the best I could, over the years, under the circum
stances.

II was signed. Regretfully yours . . .
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As though the President’s secret were prophecy, the panel did 
indeed fail to guess it correctly. They were able to narrow the se
cret down to an object made o f plastic that was in the vic in ity  o f  
the President’s heart. Then time was up.

He took the red-whitc-and-bluc plastic toy water pistol out o f 
his breast pocket and held it up fo r a closc-up by camera number 
two. He kept smiling at camera number one. waiting fo r its red eye 
to respond, while the studio audience reacted w ith  vicarious onc- 
upsmanship at the surprised faces, one after another, o f the panel
ists. as the host revealed the first part o f the secret.

Then the President said. “ And now. i f  you don’t mind. I ’m a l it 
tle bit th irsty." and he proceeded to put the barrel o f the plastic toy 
water pistol in his mouth and pull the trigger.

He did not die as instantly as he had expected. There was a de
lay o f a few seconds during which the President experienced a mo
mentary panic that it was really only plain drink ing  water he had 
just swallowed.

Looking directly into the television camera, he ad libbed: 
“ What are yo’u staring at. you dum b asshole?”

The host pleaded to the audience: “ L c fs  hear it. fo lks, a big 
hand for a gentleman who’s not only a fine President, but also a 
great sport."

The President keeled over w hilc the studio audience was in the 
midst o f giving him a standing ovation that segued in to  pande
monium when his body fell o ff  the chair.

W ithin minutes the host announced that the President had been 
the victim  o f an elaborate plot against the government, and that 
martial law was being put into effect.

As one o f the accused conspirators was being dragged away by 
a pair o f Secret Servicemen, he was heard to wail. “ But the Presi
dent to ld me he filled it himself l ‘m his trusted Cuban valet 
he would never lie to me . . . ."
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ,
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Mote A ll tljc .About Po litica l p a g in a t io n s  
tti* United States p  J?ot p n  J f i i  to Jo in t in

£Ik JSetir Ljork (times
by Jerry Policoff

Since the publication o f the Pentagon Papers. The hew  Kor/r 
Times, America’s most prestigious newspaper, has cen 
recipient o f what may be an unparalleled stream o f tributes ana 
awards for its dedication to the principles o f a free press an e 
people's right to know. .

Unfortunately the Pentagon Papers represent something ol a 
departure i f  that is. in fact, what they arc fo r the paper whose 
image o f its role was described by Gay la  1 esc in his critically 
acclaimed biography of the Times. Vie kingdom and the Power. 
as the "responsible spokesman for the system. 1 For the Times 
often places secondary importance upon its responsibility to in 
form the public when that responsibility conflicts w ith its own 
concept o f that ominous and all-encompassing enigma known as 
“ the national security."

The example o f the Bay of Pigs is well known. I he Times had 
deduced by evaluating various published accounts that a United 
States trained and financed group o f Cuban exiles was about to 
invade Cuba. The story was to be a major exclusive featured on 
the front page. Instead the management o f the Times decided to 
play down the story and strip it o f its revelations. It appeared in
side the paper under the deliberately misleading subhead. "Quick 
Action Opposed."2 Thus a major diplomatic and strategic 
blunder which might otherwise have been averted was not.

In 1966 when Dean Rusk protested to the Times that an 
impending news series on the CM. A. was not in the national inter
est. the Times responded by sending the completed series to John 
McCone, former head o f the C.I.A., for editing. Turner Cat- 
ledgc, then Managing Editor, wrote a placating memo to his con
cerned boss, A rthur Ochs Sulzberger, the Publisher o f the Times. 
“ I don’t know of*any other scries in my time," wrote Catlcdgc, 
“ which has been prepared wit h greater care and with such remark
able attention to the views of the agency involved as this one."'

There is little wonder that Talese described the relationship 
between the highest levels of the U.S. Government and The New 
York Times as “ a hard alliance”  which, in any large showdown, 
“ would undoubtedly close ranks and stand together.” 4

The 1960s represented a dark decade for many millions of 
Americans who saw their hopes and aspirations fo r the future 
dashed amid the blaze o f guns that struck down President John F. 
Kennedy, the Rev. Dr. Martin I.uther King, Jr., and Senator 
Robert F. Kennedy. In all three cases the official verdict was swift: 
lone assassin; no conspiracy. In all three cases serious doubts 
remain doubts that have encountered little more than official 
silence and denial.

The political assassinations o f the ’60s seem to have given rise to 
a most peculiar policy at The New York Times, a policy that 
maintains that the “ official" line is the only line. In the process the 
Times has subjected its readers to distortion, misrepresentation, 
and outright deception.

Harrison E. Salisbury, Assistant Managing Editor o f the 
Times, described the Times performance in the wake o f the Presi
dent’s assassination thusly: “ The Times by principle and bv habit 
considers itself a ‘newspaper o f record’ [which] consciously seeks 
to present all o f the facts required by a public spirited citizen to 
formulate an intelligent opinion. Clearly the shooting o f the
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President would require an extraordinary record — detailed, 
accurate, clear, complete.

“ Thus the initial responsibility o f the Times is to provide an 
intimate, detailed, accurate chronology o f events. . . The Times 
record must be the one that w ill enable the reader to pick his way, 
fairly well, through fact, fiction, and rumor.’’5

Salisbury’s prose made good reading, but it hardly describes 
the true nature o f the Times coverage, epitomized by the defini
tive headline o f November 25,1963. “ President’s Assassin Shot to 
Death in Jail Corridor by a Dallas Citizen.” 6 Thus the Times 
required no Warren Commission to tell it what it had already 
assumed three days after the President’s assassination: that Lee 
Harvey Oswald, the official suspect, was the assassin.

Nor were Jack Ruby’s motives any mystery to the Times as was 
demonstrated the same day by the headline. “ Kennedy Admirer 
Fired One Bullet.” 7 Other stories, c.g. “ Doctors Question 
Oswald’s Sanity." and “ Lone Assasin the Rule in U.S.: Plotting 
More Prevalent Abroad,” * tended to reinforce the erratic nature 
o f the “ assassin" and the notion that conspiracies are foreign to 
the American political scene.

Once the Warren Commission was formed the Times acted as 
little less than a press agent fo r it. On March 30, 1964 — a mere 
twelve days after the Warren Commission had begun its field 
investigation in Dallas9 — the Times carrcd an AP story report
ing that the Commission had “ found no evidence that the crime 
was anything but the irrational act o f an individual, according to 
knowledgeable sources.’’10

On June 1, the Times ran a Page One exclusive, "Panel to 
Reject Theories of Plot in Kennedy’s Death,”  which amounted to 
an extensive preview o f the Warren Report nearly four months 
prior to its official release.

When the Warren Commission’s report was issued on Sep
tember 27, 1964 its most vocal advocate was The New York 
Times. The lead story said that “ the commission analysed every 
issue in exhaustive, almost archeological detail.” 11 A Times edi
torial said that “ the facts — exhaustively gathered, indepen
dently checked and cogently set forth destroy the basis fo r con
spiracy theories that have grown weedlike in this country and 
abroad."12

Arthur Krock called the report a “ definitive history o f the tra- 
gedy,",, and C.L. Sulzberger expressed relief at the report’s 
conclusions. “ It was essential in these restless days," wrote Sulz
berger, “ to  remove unfounded suspicions that could excite latent 
jingo spirit. And it was necessary to reassure ourallies that ours is 
a stable reliable democracy.’’14

Such unequivocal praise o f the Warren Report was nothing less 
than irresponsible journalism. There had been barely enough time 
for a thorough reading of the report, and the testimony and exhi
bits upon which it supposedly was based were not yet available. 
Without the latter no objective appraisal o f the report was 
possible.

The Times also made quite a financial proposition out o f the 
Warren Report. The entire report was printed as a supplement to 
the September 28 edition. In addition the Times collaborated with 
the Book o f the Month Club on a hard-bound edition and with 
Bantam Books on a soft-bound edition o f the report (with a lau
datory' introduction by Harrison Salisbury in the latter).
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■By the end o f the first week Bantam had printed 1,100,000 
copies.1'  Ironically the Times would later imply that the critics of 
the report were guilty o f exploitation because o f the "m inor, if 
lucrative industry”  that arose from their challenges to the official 
version o f the assassination.16

Nor was the Times less effusive when the 26-volumcs of exhi
bits and testimony were released on November 24. The Times 
instant analysis o f the more than 10 m illion words contained in 
the volumes brought the premature observation that their publi
cation by the Warren Commission "brings to a close its inquiry, at 
once monumental and meticulous.” 17

Within a month, again in collaboration with Bantam, the 
Times published The Witnesses, consisting o f “ highlights”  o f the 
hearings before the Warren Commission, prepared by “a group o f 
editors and reporters of The Sew York Times."

The Witnesses included the affidavit o f Arnold Rowland 
stating that he had observed a man with a rifle on the 6th floor o f 
the Texas School Book Depository before the assassination, but 
not his testimony in which he staled that he had actually seen two 
men, and that the F.B.I. had told him to "forget it,”  and in which 
he stated his opinion that the source of the shots had been the ra il
road yards in fro n t of the President.

Omitted from the testimony of amateur photographer Abra
ham Zapruder was his statement that his immediate reaction was 
that the shots had come from behind him (in fro n t  o f the Presi
dent).

Similar statements relating an immediate impression that the 
shots had come from the front were deleted from the excerpted 
testimony o f David F. Powers, a special assistant to the Presi
dent. and Secret Service Agent Forest V. Sorrels, as it appeared in
The Witnesses.

Deleted from the testimony o f Secret Service Agents W illiam 
Greer. Clinton H ill, and Roy Kcllcrman was the description each 
gave o f a bullet wound in the President’s back below the shoulder 
(the “offic ia l" autopsy report placed it about six inches higher in 
the neck). Also omitted from Agent H ill’s excerpted testimony 
was his statement that he was not certain that all o f the shots had 
come from the rear, and that they did not all sound alike.

Autopsy surgeon Commander James J. Humes’ excerpted 
testimony in The Witnesses omitted his statement that he had 
destroyed the first draft o f the autopsy, as well as his verbal 
gymnastics in reconciling the location o f the bullet holes six 
inches below the collar in the President’s shirt and jacket with the 
officially designated location o f the wound in the neck.

Both Humes and Colonel Pierre Finck. a second autopsy sur
geon. were skeptical that the nearly pristine bullet found on a 
stretcher in Parkland Hospital could have hit both Kennedy and 
Governor Connally (the Warren Commission ultimately con
cluded that this was indeed the case), but these exchanges also 
were omitted from The Witnesses, as was the portion o f the testi
mony o f Nelson Delgado, a friend o f Oswald’s from his Marine 
Corps days, in which he referred to Oswald’s extremely poor 
marksmanship.

Testimony left out o f The Witnesses altogether included 
numerous witnesses who reported at least some shots tired from 
the front, including Jean H ill who reported seeing a man fleeing 
from the area o f the “ grassy knoll" after the shooting. Also left out 
was the testimony o f Wilma l ice and reporter Seth Kantor who 
reported seeing (the latter conversing with) Jack Ruby at Park
land Hospital, as well as many others who gave relcvcnt but 
inconvenient testimony before the Warren Commission.

In short. The Witnesses was a careful selection of only that 
testimony which tended to support the official findings con
tained in the Warren Report. It was a patently biased and dis
honest work, shamelessly slanted toward the lone-assassin hypo
thesis. and capitalizing on the legendary objectivity o f The Sew 
York Times.

In Europe where the press had been less eager to embrace the
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official findings of the Warren Commission, the assassination 
rapidly became a controversy. Who Killed Kennedy, a critical 
book by American expatriate Thomas Buchanan was already a 
best-seller by the end o f 1964.

In Britain. Bertrand Russell organized a “ Who Killed Ken
nedy Committee" composed of some o f the most influential mem
bers o f the British intellectual community.

In December 1964. Hugh Trevor-Roper, well-known British 
historian and Regius Professor o f Modern History at Oxford 
University, writing in The Sunday Times o f London, accused the 
Warren Commission o f setting up a smokescreen o f irrelevant 
material while failing to ask elementary and essential questions.

In the United States, too. the report slowly emerged as a major 
issue spurred first by a number of critical articles and later by a
series o f major books.

George and Patricia Nash documented Commission negli
gence in the October 1964 New Leader by locating without d iff i
culty three witnesses to the slaying o f Patrolman T ippit who had 
not been called by the Warren Commission, but whose accounts 
differed radically from the Commission’s.

The January and March 1965 issues o f Liberation magazine 
carried articles highly critical o f the Warren Report by Phila
delphia attorney Vincent Salandria. An article in the January 
1965 American Bar Association Journal by Alfredda Scobcy, a 
lawyer and former Warren Commission staff member, acknow
ledged that much o f the evidence against Oswald was circum
stantial and strongly implied that Oswald’s conviction would 
have been less than guaranteed had he gone to trial.

In February. 1966 the 18th annual meeting o f the American 
Academy of Forensic Sciences held a symposim w hich scored the 
Commission for its failure to hear enough expert testimony, and 
for failing to examine the photos and X-rays taken o f the Presi
dent’s body during the autopsy.

On May 29. 1966 the Warren Report became a national issue 
overnight when The Washington Post ran an 8-column banner 
headline on Page One. “ An Inquest: Skeptical Postscript to 
Warren Group's Report on Assassination.”  dealing with Harold 
Weisberg’s Whitewash and Edward J. Epstein’s Inquest. The 
article covered a sizeable portion of page I and nearly all o f page 
J. and concluded that the two books raised “ grave doubts about 
the Commission’s work."

Epstein had obtained interviews from several members o f the 
Warren Commission and its staff and was given access to a 
number o f internal Commission memoranda (the book began as 
an intended Masters thesis). Concentrating on the internal 
workings o f the Commission. Epstein argued that bureaucratic 
pressures from within and time pressures imposed from without 
had severely handicapped the Commission with the result that the 
investigation was superficial rather than exhaustive.

He cited the discrepancies pertaining to the location o f the 
President’s back wound, noting that the holes in the President’s 
shirt and jacket, the report on the autopsy filed by FBI agents 
Siebert and O’Neill, and the testimony o f three Secret Service 
agents all placed the location in the back below the shoulder w hile 
the official autopsy report located the wound significantly higher 
at the base o f the neck. I he higher location was essential to the 
Warren Commission’s theory that the wound in the President’s 
throat was one ofexit fo ra  bullet that had traversed his neck from 
the rear.

Epstein contended that the Warren Commission was more 
interested in dispelling rumors than in exposing facts and that it 
preferred not to consider the possibility that there had been a 
second assassin. He implied the belief that the Warren 
Commission had deliberately altered the autopsy report, adding 
that if this were the case the Warren Report would have to be 
viewed as an expression of “ political t ru th " ' '

Weisberg approached the issue on a much broader level by 
carefully dissecting the mass o f ev idcncc purported by the Warren 
Commission to prove that Oswald was the lone assassin. In addi-
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tion to the back wound discrepancy. Wcisbcrg went into such 
matters as Oswald’s marksmanship; the lack of tangible evidence 
linking Oswald with the shooting or the 6th floor window with the 
actual source o f the shots; the shooting o f officer T ipp itt, etc. 
Weisbcrg strongly implied that more than one gunman had been 
involved and that it was by no means certain that Oswald had 
been one o f them.

The major issues that arose out o f these books and books that 
followed included:

The Single-Bullet Theory: The Commission’s rc-cnactment of 
the assassination and observation o f the film  o f the assassination 
taken by Zapruder revealed that from the time when Kennedy 
would first have been visible to a man perched in the 6th floor 
window until the time Governor Connally was shot. Oswald’s gun 
was capable o f firing only one round. The Commission con
cluded that a virtually pristine bullet found on a stretcher at Park
land Hospital had passed through the President’s neck, hit Con
nally in the back shattering a rib. emerged from his chest, tra
versed his wrist, lodged in his thigh, and then fell out onto the 
stretcher.

The Commission theorized that Connally had experienced a 
delayed reaction to his wounds, explaining why the Zapruder film 
appeared to show him unhit until a point significantly after the 
President definitely had been. Critics argued that it was extremely 
unlikely that one bullet could have accounted fo r seven wounds, 
shattering bone along the way. and still emerge undeformed. They 
also argued that a bullet striking bone, as was the case with Con
nally, results in an immediate reaction in compliance with the 
physical law o f transfer of momentum, and that the later reaction 
by Connally. therefore, indicated that he had been hit by a second 
bullet.

The Grassy Knoll: L&w-cnforccmcnt officers and bystanders 
immediately converged on this area after the assassination as the 
apparent source of the shots. It was located to the right front o f 
the President.

The Head Snap:The Zapruder film  revealed that upon impact 
o f the final and fatal bullet the President’s head was thrust vio
lently to the left and to the rear a reaction that seemed con
sistent with a shot fired from the grassy knoll.

The Throat Wound: The wound in the President’s throat was 
originally diagnosed as an entrance wound by the doctors who 
treated him at Parkland Hospital. The Commission’s contention 
that it was an exit wound was challenged by most o f the critics.

The Warren Report was soon under attack from all sides. In 
July 1966 Richard Goodwin, a former advisor and close associ
ate of President Kennedy, reviewed Inquest for Book Week. He 
called the book “ impressive’’ and called for the convening o f a 
panel to evaluate the findings o f the Warren Commission and 
determine if a completely new investigation was warranted.19 He 
later added that there were other associates o f the late President 
“ who feel as I do.” *'

In September 1966 a Harris Poll found that 54% o f the Ameri
can public doubted that the Warren Commission had told the full 
story.*1 The same month Mark Lane’s Rush to Judgment made 
the Best Seller List o f The New York Times(by November 1966 it 
was the Number One Best Seller, a position it maintained for 
several months).

The Times o f London called for a new investigation toward the 
end o f September 1966. a call that was echoed in The London 
Observer by Lord Devlin, one o f England’s most respected legal 
figures.

On September 28, 1966 Manhattan Congressman Theodore 
Kupferman asked Congress to conduct its own investigation into 
the adequacy o f the Warren Report.

Writing in the October 1966 Commentary Alexander Bickcl. 
Chancellor Kent o f Yale University, called for a new inves
tigation observing that “ the findings o f the Warren Commission, 
and the fatuous praise with which all o f the voices o f the great 
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majority greeted them two years ago, were in some measure a 
matter o f wish fulfillment.”

The November 25, 1966 cover o f Ufe  magazine featured a 
frame from the Zapruder film  with the bold caption: “ Did Oswald 
Act Alone? A Matter o f Reasonable Doubt.”  Life  questioned the 
validity o f the single-bullet theory and concluded that “ a new 
investigative body should be set up. perhaps at the initiative o f 
Congress.”

The January 14. 1967 Saturday Evening Post also carried a 
cover story challenging the Warren Report, and it also ran an edi
torial calling for a new inquiry.

Others who publicly expressed doubts about the conclusions o f 
the Warren Commission included Senators Russell Long, Eugene 
McCarthy* Strom Thurmond. W illiam Fulbright. and Thomas 
Dodd; Congressmen Ogden Reid. John W. W ydlcrvand W illiam 
F. Ryan; Arthur Schlesinger Jr., W illiam Buckley, Norman 
Mailer. Murray Kempton. Max l.erncr, Pete Hammill, Walter 
l.ippman, Dwight MacDonald, Richard H. Rovere, Cardinal 
Cushing and many others.

The reaction o f The New York Times was less than enthusi
astic. Following the May 29, 1966 Washington Post headline, a 
Times reporter was assigned to do a story on the emerging contro
versy. His story appeared on June 5 not on page I, but on page 
42. The author o f the piece wrote one o f the critics: “ W ith space 
limitations and national desk instructions. I am sorry that every
thing but the single-bullet hypothesis got forced out o f the 
story."22

Whitewash and Inquest were reviewed in the July 3 New York 
limes Book Review by the Times' Supreme Court correspond
ent. Fred Graham. The Times apparently saw no conflict in as
signing Graham to review two books severely critical, im plic itly i f  
not explicitly, o f the then Chief Justice o f the Supreme Court. The 
review was largely a defense of the methods utilized by the War
ren Commission under the direction o f “ the nation’s most disting
uished jurist."

Graham called Weisbcrg a “ painstaking investigator," but 
added that he “ questions so many points made by the report that 
the effect is blunted — it is difficult to believe that any institution 
could be as inept, careless, wrong, or venal as he implies. Rather, 
the reader is impressed with the elusiveness o f truth . . . ”

Graham called Inquest superficial, and he criticized Epstein’s 
use of the words “ political truth," claiming that Epstein was ac
tually charging deliberate fraud. Graham admitted that the sin
gle-bullet theory was “ porous,”  but he maintained that no other 
explanation made sense because if  another assassin had fired 
from the Book Depository it would have been unlikely that he and 
his rifle could disappear w ithout a trace.

Graham avoided alternatives that did make sense, e.g., that an 
assassin or assassins had fired from the grassy knoll. He con
cluded that “ a major scholarly study is not feasible now because 
the crucial papers in the archives. . . have not yet been de-classi- 
fied."

On the one hand he was ignoring the fact that the Times had 
lauded the Warren Report before amevidence was available, and 
on the other hand he was passing judgment in advance on any 
subsequent critical works, a fact that should have disqualified 
him as a reviewer o f future books on the subject.

On August 28, 1966 Mark Lane’s Rush to Judgment and Leo 
Sauvagc’s The Oswald A ffa ir were reviewed in The New York 
Times Book Review by Fred Graham. His review gave the false 
impression that both books relied mainly on eyewitness testi
mony rather than more tangible hard evidence. “ Eyewitness tes
timony,”  noted Graham, “ is far less reliable than it seems to be."

He made the incredible observation that the main source o f the 
Warren Commission’s dilemma lay in the fact that it had to issue a 
report. The broad proof against Oswald and the lack o f evidence 
pointing to any other possible assassin, according to Graham, 
gave the Commission no choice “ but to smooth over the inconsist-
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cncies to the extent possible and brand Oswald the lone assas
sin."

Graham concluded with the unsubstantiablc claim that Os
wald would easily have been convicted o f murder by any jury' 
faced with the material before the Warren Commission and in 
these books.

As the controversy grew the Times greeted the issue with a 
most astonishing article in the September I I .  1966 New York 
Times Magazine, entitled “ No Conspiracy, But Two Assas
sins. Perhaps?’ by Henry Fairlic, an English political commenta
tor. Fairlie acknowledged that it was hard to dispute the conten
tion that the Warren Commission “ did a hurried and slovenly 
job ." and he conceded that there might well have been more than 
one assassin; “ available evidence seems to me confusing.”

But he contended that even if  this supposition were made, “ it 
still docs not justify making the long leap to a conspiracy theory,” 
because even if  two or more people were invo.ved, he argued, “ it is 
possible to regard such people as fancies or nuts and nothing 
more.”  O f course, if there were two or more people involved it 
was, by definition, a conspiracy.

The article concluded that it was not the proper time for a new 
investigation, for “ to set up another independent body with no 
promise that it would succeed, would be to agitate public doubt 
without being certain that it could in the end, settle it. Popular 
fear and hysteria arc dangerous weirds to excite . . ."

Thus it would appear that to Henry Fairlic and The New York 
Times it was more important to support the official findings o f the 
Warren Commission even though questionable than to look 
further into the President’s assassination and risk adding to the al
ready existing doubt and scepticism about those findings, war
ranted or not.

The Times Investigation
Toward the end o f 1966 a degree o f dissatisfaction with the con

clusions of the Warren Commission began to manifest itself at the
Times.

Tom Wicker wrote in his column that a number o f impressive 
books had opened to question the Warren Commission’s “ proce
dures. its objectivity and its members diligence. The damaging 
fear has been planted, here as well as abroad, that the commis
sion even if subconsciously was more concerned to quiet 
public fears o f conspiracy and treachery than it was to establish 
the unvarnished truth, and thus made the facts fit a convenient 
thesis.”  Wicker endorsed the call fo ra  Congressional review that 
had been made by Congressman Kupfcrman.21

Harrison Salisbury radically revised his early praise o f the Re
port — not in the Times but in the November 1966 issue o f The 
Progressive, a magazine o f limited circulation. While reiterating 
his belief that Oswald acted alone, Salisbury wrote that his read
ing o f Inquest and Rush to Judgment, both o f which he called 
“ serious, thoughtful examinations.”  had convinced him that 
questions o f major importance remained unanswered.

Like Wicker, he endorsed the Kupferman resolution, adding 
the principal areas o f doubt. The nation no longer lives in the 
trauma which persisted fo r months after the President’s death. 
The Warren Commission had good reason to concern itself for 
the national interest, to worry about national morale, to take 
upon itself the task o f damping down rumors. But today and 
tomorrow the sole criteria o f an inquiry should be the truth 
every clement o f it that can be obtained and a frank facing o f 
unresolved and unrcsolvable dilemmas.

On November 16, 1966, on the other hand, C lifton Daniel, then 
Managing F.ditor. in addressing a public symposium on “The 
Role o f the Mass Media in Achieving and Preserving a Free So
ciety,”  defended the Warren Report and accused its critics of 
"dragging red herrings all over the place.” 24

Under this setting the Times quietly undertook, in early No
vember 1966. a new investigation o f the assassination under the
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direction of Harrison Salisbury. “ We w ill go over all the areas o f 
doubt." Salisbury told Newsweek, “ and hope to eliminate 
them.” 2'

On Nobembcr 25. with the unpublici/cd investigation already 
underway, the Times ran a carefully worded editorial, “ Unan
swered Questions.”  which maintained that there were enough sol
id doubts of thoughtful citizens to require official answers. 
“ Further dignified silence, or merely more denials by the com
mission or its staff, are no longer enough."

About a month into the investigation Salisbury received per
mission from the government o f North Vietnam to visit Hanoi, 
and he quickly departed for Paris to complete final preparations 
for the trip. Shortly after his departure the Times investigation 
was ended.

Reporter Peter Kihss, a member o f the team, wrote Ms. Sylvia 
Meagher on January 7. 1967. “ Regrettably the project has 
broken o ff without any windup story, at least until Harrison Sal
isbury. who was in charge, gets back from North Vietnam."

Another member of the team. Gene Roberts then Atlanta 
bureau chief and at the time I spoke with him National Editor of 
the Times (he recently left to become Executive Editor o f The 
Philadelphia Enquirer) told me that “ There was no real con
nection between Salisbury going to Hanoi and the decision not to 
publish, or to disband the inquiry. It just kind o f happened that 
way. Presumably i f  he had been here he might have knocked it o ff 
even sooner or he might have continued it a week or two. I just 
don’t know."26

Roberts told me that the team was unable to find evidence sup
porting the contentions o f the critics. “ We found no evidence that 
the Warren Report was wrong,”  he said, “ which is not to say that 
the Warren Report was right. We arc not in the business o f prin t
ing opinion, and that is why nothing was printed in the end.” 27

If Salisbury’s words to Newsweek are to be taken literally the 
purpose o f the investigation to begin with was to shore up the 
findings of the Warren Commission. There can be little doubt 
that i f  the investigation had strongly reaffirmed those findings it 
would have been boldly splashed across the front page. Yet there 
now seem to be several versions as to just what that investigation 
found.

George Palmer, Assistant to the Managing Editor, wrote one 
questioner that nothing had been printed about the investigation 
“ for the simple reason that there were no findings.” 271 but he wrote 
me that “ the discontinuance of our inquiries meant that they had 
substantially reaffirmed the findings o f the Warren Commis
sion." 24

Palmer also wrote me that the determination to discontinue the 
investigation was made upon the return o f Harrfcon Salisbury 
from Hanoi. Walter Sullivan, Times Science Editor, writing on 
behalf o f Salisbury, wrote Washington attorney Bernard Fen- 
sterwald. Chairman of the Committee to Investigate Assassina
tions, “ It is true that an intensive investigation o f the J.F. Ken
nedy assassination was carried out by the Times staff under Mr. 
Salisbury's supervision. It was set aside when he suddenly re
ceived permission to visit Hanoi. A t this stage. Mr. Salisbury tells 
me, it had become obvious that the President was killed by a sin
gle demented man and that no conspiracy was involved. The in
vestigation has therefore not been pursued further.” 10

Following the Times at best inconclusive investigation its ad
vocacy o f the official line became at least as rigid as it had ever 
been. An anonymous review o f The Truth About the Assassina
tion by Charles Roberts, News week's White House 
correspondent, said:

“ Publish 10.400.000 words of research and what do you get? In 
the case o f the Warren Commission and the book business, you 
get a fabulously successful spin-off called the assassination in
dustry, whose products would never stand the scrutiny o f Con
sumers Union. Consumers buy it as they buy most trash: the pack-
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aging promises satisfaction but the innards arc mostly distor
tions. unsupported theories and gaping omissions”  that arc “ neat
ly debunked by Charles Roberts . . . .

“ By selecting the incredible and the contradictory, scavengers 
like Mark Lane sowed confusion. By w riting an honest guide for 
the perplexed. Roberts performs a public service.” 11

In fact. Roberts’ book was extremely superficial, its text con
suming a mere 118 pages. It glossed over the crucial evidence, sub
stituting personal invective against the critics fo r answers to their 
criticisms.

In late 1967 the publication of Six Seconds In Dallas by Pro
fessor Josiah Thomson and Accessories A fte r the Fact by Sylvia 
Meagher further fanned the flames o f the Warren controversy. 
Ms. Meagher had prev iously distinguished herself by putting to 
gether a subject index to the 26-volumcs a service the Warren 
Commission had neglected to provide.

Six Seconds In Dallas was previewed by The Saturday Even
ing Post, which featured the book’s jacket on its December 2. 1967 
cover along with the headline “ M ajor New Study Shows Three 
Assassins Killed Kennedy." An editorial in that issue stated that it 
had now been “ demonstrated fairly conclusively that the Warren 
Commission was wrong."

Thompson’s book contained a comprehensive study o f the Za- 
pruder film, graphs o f the reaction o f Connally. tables summar
izing the impressions of eyewitnesses, interviews with crucial w it
nesses. mathematical calculations o f the acceleration o f the Pre
sident’s head in relation to t he movement o f the car. etc. The book 
was profusely illustrated with photographs, drawings and charts.

Accessories A fte r the Fact was an exhaustive analysis o f the 26 
volumes and related material from the National Archives not con
tained in the volumes. Plavhoy called it “ the best o f the new crop 
o f books and the most chilling in its implications.”

Plavhoy called the most unsettling aspect o f both books “ the 
failure o f the W'arrcn Commission to investigate, evaluate or 
even acknow ledge the huge body o f evidence in its possession 
indicating the possible presence o f more than one gunman. . .

“These new books lend weight to widening appeals by Con
gressmen and the press for an independent new investiga
tion. . .” 1:

Congressman Theodore Kupferman said. “On the subject o f 
the W'arrcn Report. Sylvia Meagher could replace a computer.” 
calling her book “ overwhelming.” 11
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Congressman William F. Ryan said. “ Sylvia Meagher raises a 
number of disturbing questions.”  He added that it pointed out the 
need for a Congressional review o f the findings o f the Warren 
Commission."14

Both books were reviewed in The Mew York Times Book Re
view on February 28. 1968 by. Fred Graham, o f course. Gra
ham found it astonishing that there was such a degree ofdisbelief 
“ in a document that has the endorsement of some o f the highest 
officials in the Government." He contended that inconsistencies 
notwithstanding. “ None o f the critics have been able to suggest 
any other explanation that fits the known facts better than the 
W'arrcn Commission’s.”

Graham found Ms. Meagher’s book “a bore." and he found 
that Thompson’s scientific approach ignored “ the larger logic o f 
the Warren Report. Although it has seemed that the flow  o f anti- 
Warren Report books would never end.”  he continued, “ these two 
may represent a sweet climax.”

The New Orleans Aftermath
The New York Times followed the March I. 1969 acquittal o f 

Clay L. Shaw (charged by New Orleans D.A. Jim Garrison with 
conspiring to assassinate the late President) with a renewed offen
sive against previous criticism o f the Warren Report. An edi
torial on March 2 referred to Garrison’s “ obsessional conviction 
about the fraudulent character o f the Warren Commission" as a 
“ fantasy."

The “ News o f the Week in Review” that day carried a piece by 
Sidney Zion. “ Garrison Flops on the Conspiracy Theory," which 
maintained, in essence, that Garrison had “ restored the credi
bility o f the Warren Report.”  The Times ignored the fact that the 
jury had been charged solely w ith the duty o f determining the guilt 
or innocence o f Mr. Shaw, not with determining the valid ity o f 
the Warren Report.

On April 20. 1969 The Mew York Times Magazine carried an 
article. “ The Final Chapter in the Assassination Controversy?”  by 
Edward J. F.pstcin. onetime critic o f the Warren Report.

Epstein’s article was a bitter attack upon the critics which 
impugned their motives and integrity, and implied that much o f 
their criticism was politically motivated. He suggested that many 
o f the critics were “ demonologists" with “ books as well as con
spiracy theories to advertise." doubtless excluding his own 
Inquest from this category. He conspicuously neglected to 
mention that only Inquest had accused the Commission o f 
seeking “ political truth.”

Epstein was less critical of Professor Thompson and Ms. 
Meagher, both o f whom had disassociated themselves from 
Garrison and his investigations, but he maintained that their 
books contained only two substantial arguments which, i f  true, 
would preclude Oswald as the lone assassin the improbability 
of the single-bullet theory and the backward acceleration o f the 
President’s head.

To dispose of the first point F.pstein relied upon a CBS inquiry 
which had theorized that 3 jiggles in the Zaprudcr film  repre
sented the photographer's reaction to the sound o f shots, and 
therefore themselves coincided with the points at which the shots 
were fired.

CBS had thereby hypothesized that the first shot had been fired 
at an earlier point than the Warren Commission had believed 
likely at a point when the President would have been visible 
from the 6th floor window for about I / 10th of a second through a 
break in the foliage of a large oak tree which otherwise obstructed 
the view until a later point.

However. CBS had failed to mention that jiggles appeared at 
several other points in the film , and that there were five jiggles, not 
three, in the frame sequence in question. U fe  magazine, w'hich 
owns the original Zaprudcr film , rejected the “jiggle theory”  in 
November 1966, attributing all but the most violent one that coin
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cidcd with the head shot to imperfections in the camera 
mechanism. 35

The CBS analysis was a skillfu l deception which has been thor
oughly discredited, including by Professor Thompson in his book 
(see Six Seconds in  Dallas, Appendix F a crititique of the CBS 
documentary. The Warren Report). Epstein maintained that the 
CBS analysis persuasively argued that the President and 
Governor Connally could have been hit by separate bullets by a 
single assassin, and that the single-bullet theory had therefore 
been rendered “ irrelevant."

NVhat is more significant than the questionable nature o f the 
CBS analysis is the fact that Epstein misrepresented the con
clusions. for CBS did not theorize an earlier hit. hut an earlier 
miss. CBS recognized that an earlier hit meant a steeper trajec
tory. precluding the throat wound being one of exit, and again 
implying a fraudulent autopsy report.

CBS reluctantly endorsed the single-bullet theory as “ essen
tia l" to the lone-assassin findings o f the Warren Commission.'6 
Epstein, too. recognized this when he wrote in Inquest: “ Either 
both men were hit by the same bullet, o r there were two assas
sins.” 37 His misrepresentation o f the CBS study alleviated him of 
the problem of credibly defending the single-bullet theory an 
undertaking he obviously did not relish.

Epstein dismissed the head movement by citing a report 
released by the Justice Department in January 1969 in which a 
panel o f forensic pathologists who had studied the sequestered 
autopsy photos and X-rays had concluded that they supported 
the Warren Report. But even superficial study o f the Panel 
Report (its popular name) revealed glaring differences between it 
and the original autopsy report.

Thus again Epstein relied upon a study which raised more ques
tions than it answered in an effort to explain away irrcconcilcablc 
deficiencies in the Warren Report. In this way he was able to con
clude that he knew o f no substantial evidence “ that indicated 
there was more than one rifleman firing."

Ms. Meagher and Professor Thompson sent the Times letters 
o f almost identical length, both challenging the veracity o f the 
CBS study and the Panel Report. But Ms. Meagher’s letter also 
included quotes from a letter Epstein had written her more than a 
year earlier: “ I am shocked that 5 not 3 frames were blurred. I f  this 
is so, CBS was cgrcgiously dishonest and the tests are meaning
less." And. “ By a common sense standard, which you point out 
the Warren Report uses. I think your book shows it extremely 
unlikely, even inconceivable, that a single assassin was 
responsible.”

The Times thanked Ms. Meagher for her letter, adding that 
“ We are planning to run a letter along very similar lines from 
Josiah Thompson and I am sure that you w ill understand that 
space limitations w ill prevent us from using both."

Ms. Meagher wrote again asking that the Times reconsider and 
print at least the paragraph which revealed that Epstein knew in 
advance that the CBS claims were specious, and that his private 
admissions in writing were the exact opposite o f his representa
tions in the Times.

“One understand the Times unwillingness to acknowledge to its 
readers that it has given Epstein a platform from which to dis
seminate not mere error, but deliberate falsehood." wrote Ms. 
Meagher. “ However I would like to request you to reconsider 
your decision. . . in the interests o f fa ir play and o f undoing a dis
service to your readers that was surely unintended."

She received no reply, and her letter was not published.
Harold Wcisbcrg wrote the Times asking that certain state

ments which he felt were libelous be corrected, and asking that he 
be permitted to write an article rebutting Epstein. The Times 
replied denying libel and maintaining that the article itself was 
sound. “ I f  however you want to write us a short letter o f not more 
than 250 or 300 words challenging Epstein’s interpretation o f the 
assassination.”  the Times added, “ we’d be glad to consider it for

publication. But I’d like to caution you to avoid d ifficu lt, arcane 
details that would simply baffle our readers."

Readers of The New York Times . . . baffled?
A Heritage of Stone

On December 1. 1970 the daily book columns of the Times 
carried a dual review o f two books on the Jim Garrison affair. The 
f i r s t ,  A m e ric a n  G ro tesque . by Jam es K ir k 
wood, was critical o f Garrison and the methods he utilized in 
prosecuting Clay Shaw. The second, A Heritage o f  Stone, was 
Jim Garrison's own account of the Kennedy assassination.

The review by Times staff reviewer John Leonard, was entitled 
“ Who Killed John F. Kennedy?’ The portion dealing with A 
Heritage o f  Stone follows:

Which brings us to Jim Garrison’s “A Heritage of Stone." The District 
Attorney of Orleans Parish argues that Kennedy’s assassination can only 
he explained by a “model" that pins the murder on the Central Intelli
gence Agency. The CM.A. could have engineered Dallas in behalf of the 
military - intelligence - industrial complex that feared the President’s 
disposition toward a detente with the Russians. M r. Garrison nowhere in 
his book mentions Clay Shaw, or the botch his office made of Shaw’s 
prosecution; he is. however, heavy on all the other characters who have 
become familiar to us. via late-night talk shows on television. And he 
insists that the Warren Commission, the executive branch of the govein 
ment. some members of the Dallas Police Department, the pathologistsat 
Bcthesdu who performed the second Kennedy autopsy and many, many 
others must have known they were lying to the American public.

Mysteries Persist
Frankly. I prefer to believe that the Warren Commission did a poor job. 

rather than a dishonest one. I like to think that M r. Garrison invents mon
sters to explain incompetence. But until somebody explains why two 
autopsies came to two different conclusions about the President’s 
wounds, why the limousine was washed out and rebuilt without inves
tigation. why certain witnesses near the “grassy knoll" were never asked to 
testify before the Commission, why we were all so eager to buy Oswald’s 
brilliant marksmanship in split seconds, why no one inquired into Jack 
Ruby's relations w it h a staggering variety of strange people, w hv a "loner" 
like Oswald always had friends and could always get a passport who 
can blame the Garrison guerrillas for fantasizing?

Something stinks about this whole affair. “A Heritage o f Stone" 
rehashes the smcllincss; the recipe is as unappetizing as our doubts about 
the official version of what happened. (W ould thcn-Attorney General 
Robert F. Kennedy have endured his borther’s murder in silence? Was 
John Kennedy quite so liberated from cold war cliches as M r. Garrison 
maintains?) But the stench is there, and clings to each of us. Why were 
Kennedy’s neck organs not examined at Bcthcsda for evidence of a frontal 
shot? Why was his body whisked away to Washington before the legally 
required T»*xas inquest? Why?

This review was certainly not an unfair one. and it raised some 
rather searching questions questions one rarely saw asked in 
the 'Times. But this review' appeared only in the early edition. Be
fore the second edition could reach the stands it underwent a 
strange metamorphosis. The title was changed from “ Who Killed 
John F. Kennedy'.7"  to “The Shaw-Garrison A ffa ir." and the 
review now read as follows:

Which brings us to Jim Garrison’s "A  Heritage of Stone." The District 
Attorney of Orleans Parish argues that Kennedy’s assassination can only 
be explained by a “model" that pins the murder on the Central Intelli
gence Agency. The C .I.A . could have engineered Dallas in behalf o f the 
military - intelligence - industrial complex that feared the President’s dis
position toward a detente with the Russians. M r. Garrison nowhere in his 
book mentions Clay Shaw, or the botch his office made o f Shaw’s prose
cution; he is. however, heavy on all the other characters who have become 
familiar to us via late-night talk shows on television. And he insists that 
the Warren Commission, the executive branch of the government, some 
members o f the Dallas Police Department, the pathologists at Belhesda 
who performed the second Kennedy autopsy and many, many others must 
have known they were lying to the American public.

Frankly. I prefer to believe that the Warren Commission did a poor job. 
rather than a dishonest one. I like to lhink that M r. Garrison invents mon
sters to explain incompetence.1*

Thus the paragraph heading “ Mysteries Persist”  had mysteri
ously vanished, and the last 30 lines o f the review had been
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whisked away into some subterannean Times "memory hole," 
no doubt. The meaning of the review was completely altered, and 
the questions which the Times apparently feels arc (maskable 
remained unasked.

A letter to the Times inquiring as to the reason for alter
ation of the original review brought a response from George 
Palmer. Assistant to the Managing Editor: "Deleting that 
material. . . involved routine editing in line with a long-standing 
policy o f our paper. Our book reviewers are granted fu ll freedom 
to write whatever they wish about the books and authors they arc 
dealing with, but we do not permit personalized editorials in i f  : 
book columns.” w

This was a form letter which the Times sent out, with minor 
variations, to those who questioned the two reviews. The recipi
ent of one such letter observed that the line "Frankly / prefer to 
helieve that the Warren Commission did a poor job  rather than a 
dishonest one,”  was clearly editorial in nature surely much 
more so than the material that was deleted. To this Palmer 
replied: “ I don’t believe these comments represented the type of 
excessive editorializing our editors had in mind when they made 
the deletions."40

The Times seems to have clarified just what it considers “exces
sive editorializing" when on September 29, 1971 Christopher 
Lehmann-Haupt. in reviewing The Magician, by Sol Stein, 
described the protagonist as “ a random case; he is one o f those 
‘types.’ like l.cc Harvey Oswald and James Earl Ray. who arc 
born to lead, but lacking the equipment to do so, must assas
sinate the true leaders." The Times saw nothing "excessive" or 
“editorial" in this review, and it appeared in the second edition 
exactly as it had appeared in the first.

Interestingly enough, then Managing Editor. Turner Cat- 
ledge. pledged after the death of Oswald that future articles and 
headlines would refer to Oswald as the alleged assassin. The 
American system o f justice carrying with it the presumption o f 
innocence until guilt is proven in a court o f law. C'atlcdge’s pledge 
has been consistently and systematically disregarded ever since.41 
since.41

The Eighth Anniversary
One o f the important witnesses for the Warren Commission 

was Charles Givens, a porter employed at the Book Depository. 
In a deposition taken by Commission lawyer David W. Bclin. 
Givens testified that he bad left the 6th floor(whcrc he worked) at 
about 11:30 a.m. on the morning of the assassination, but that he 
had forgotten his cigarettes, and when he returned to retrieve 
them at about noon he encountered Oswald lurking near the 
Southeast corner window the alleged sniper’s nest.

W riting in the August 13. 1971 Texas Observer. Sylvia 
Meagher cast great doubt upon the veracity o f Givens and the 
methods o f the Warren Commission. Her article, "The Curious 
Testimony o f M r. Givens." revealed that material from the 
National Archives relating to Givens gave an entirely different 
account.

On the day of the assassination Givens told authorities that he 
had last seen Oswald at 11:50 a.m. reading a newspaper on the 
first floor o f the Depository. Neither then nor in two subsequent 
affidavits sworn to prior to his Warren Commission testimony 
did he ever mention having returned to the 6th floor.

However, an F. B.l. agent’s report noted a statement by 1.1..lack 
Revill o f the Dallas Police that Givens had previously had d iffi
culty w ith the Dallas Police and probably “ would change his testi
mony for money." Moreover. David Belin. the lawyer who took 
Givens testimony, was aware of Givens’ earlier statements, for he 
had noted them in a memo six weeks before Givens testified. In 
that same memo he noted that three other Depository employees, 
like Givens, had also reported seeing Oswald on the f irs t  floor.

David Belin’s reply in the same issue o f The Texas Obser\rer 
decried the “ assassination sensationalists," assured the reader
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that he was an honorable man. and insisted that the Warren Com
mission had done a thorough and competent job. The Texas 
Observer, commenting on the exchange, called Bclin’s answer 
“ the slick irrelevant reply o f a lawyer who doesn’t have much o f a 
defense to present.”

Ms. Meagher sent copies o f her article. Belin’s reply and the 
accompanying editorial to several people at the Times including 
Harrison Salisbury, whose responsibilities include editing the Op- 
Ed page. Salisbury’s position seemed ambiguous, fo r since his 
article in The Progressive in 1966 he had again implied accept
ance o f the official version o f the assassination in his in tro
duction to the Times!Bantam edition o f the Report o f  the 
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention o f  Violence.

His position would not be ambiguous for long. On November 
22, 1971 the 8th anniversary of the President’s death ahead- 
line "The Warren Report Was Right" appeared emblazoned 
across the top o f the Op-Ed page. The article decried the 
"assassination sensationalists" and its author was none other than 
David W. Belin.

Ms. Meagher sent a second copy o f the Observer material to 
Salisbury, and it was returned with a polite form letter thanking 
her for her manuscript which the Times regretted it could not use. 
She replied that the form letter did not surprise her, but that she 
had not sent a manuscript, but rather documented material which 
demonstrated irrefutably deliberate misrepresentation of 
evidence by the Warren Commission, and which "clearly im pli
cated David W. Bclin in serious impropriety and misfeasance."

She noted that “ You have not questioned, much less chal
lenged. the documentary evidence I made available to you twice in 
two months. Instead you provided a forum fo r Belin to influence 
your readers, without even cautioning them that serious charges 
had been published elsewhere on his conduct as an assistant 
counsel for the Warren Commission."

Ms. Meagher concluded that the Times 1964 praise o f the 
Warren Report "may have been merely gullible or unprofes
sional," but that in 1971 it was simply "propaganda on behalf o f a 
discredited Government paper,”  wrapped in sanctimony and pre
tending “ to seek truth or justice."

Salisbury’s reply read in full: “ Do forgive the form card which 
went back to you. That was a product o f our bureaucracy. I’m 
afraid. I hadn’t seen your letter, alas, having been out o f the office 
for a few days."

The Kennedy Photos and X-Rays
The photosand X-rays taken o f the President’s body during the 

autopsy represent possibly the most crucial evidence o f the 
assassination. They could settle whether the President was hit in 
the neck or in the back, and they could resolve considerable doubt 
as to the direction from which the various bullets were fired.

Nevertheless, they were allegedly never viewed by the Warren 
Commission. In late 1966 they were deposited in the National 
Archives under the proviso that only Government agencies would 
be permitted to view them for five years at which time "recog
nized experts in the field of pathology or related areas o f science 
and technology" might be permitted to view them.

Toward the end o f 1968 D.A. Garrison o f New'Orleans took 
legal steps to secure release of the material. In an effort to block 
access, the Justice Department released a report by a panel o f 
forensic pathologists who had examined the photos and X-rays a 
year earlier and had reported that they confirmed the medical 
findings that all the shots came from the rear.

The Panel Report was covered for the Times by Fred Graham. 
His uncritical story was carried on page I and consumed eight 
additional columns on page I7.4-’ But far from resolving the 
controversy the Panel Report only raised new questions, fo r even 
perfunctory study o f it revealed radical differences between it 
and the original autopsy report and the Warren Commission 
testimony of the autopsy surgeons, not the least o f which was the
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fact that the fatal head wound had mysteriously moved by 
approximately 4 inches.

Some o f the discrepancies were brought to Graham's attention 
by Sylvia Meagher. He replied: “ Thank you for your thoughtful 
and informative letter about the Kennedy X-rays and photo
graphs. I wish I had known this at the time, but perhaps it is not 
too late to backtrack a bit and see if anyone can come up with 
explanations. . . I’ll see what can be turned up. and i f  anything 
can. I trust you'll be reading about it.’’4J

There was no follow-up story. The following month Dr. Cyril 
H. Wecht, an eminently qualified forensic pathologist, testified in 
the District o f Columbia Court o f General Sessions about the 
inconsistencies between the Panel Report and the autopsy report. 
Judge Charles Hallcck was sufficiently impressed with Dr. 
Wecht’s testimony to rule against the Justice Department, 
ordering that Wecht be permitted to examine the autopsy 
material as the basis for his testimony on the medical findings.

(The ruling was later rendered moot when the Justice Depart
ment announced it would appeal. This would have resulted in an 
indefinite delay beyond the conclusion o f the Shaw trial, and 
Garrison withdrew his suit.)

The Times coverage o f this event consisted o f a 4-paragraph 
UPI dispatch which omitted any mention o f Dr. Wecht's testi
mony regarding the Panel Report. The UPI story was buried on 
page 13.44 Five days Later Fred Graham reported on the Justice 
Department's announcement that it would appeal Judge Hal- 
leck’s order that the photos and X-rays be produced at the Shaw 
trial, but the story contained no reference to Dr. Wecht or his 
testimony.45

When the first person “ not under Government auspices”  was 
permitted to see the photos and X-rays this year ihcexclusive was 
obtained by Fred Graham o f The New York Times.

On January 9. 1972 the Times announced on page 1 that Dr. 
John K. I.attimer. Chairman of the Department o f Urology at 
Columbia University’s College o f Physicians and Surgeons, had 
viewed the photos and X-rays and found that they “ eliminate any 
doubt completely" about the validity o f the Warren Com
mission’s conclusion that Oswald fired all the shots.

Dr. I.attimer disagreed with the Commission only insofar as he 
said that the neck wound was actually higher than the Com
mission had reported. He maintained that therefore the throat 
wound could not possibly be one o f entrance because the front 
wound was so far below the back one that “ i f  anyone were to have 
shot him from the front, they would have to be squatting on the 
floor in front o f him."

Graham’s article noted that “ some skeptics" regarded I.a tti
mer as “ an apologist fo r the Warren R e p o r t but he did not 
elaborate. In fact Dr. Lattimer had earned the title over a period 
o f several years by publishing a number o f sycophantic articles in 
defense o f the Warren Report. In the March 13. 1970 issue o f 
Medical World News, for example, he wrote:

“ Oswald showed what the educated, modern-day. traitorous 
guerilla can do among his own people working with religious- 
type conviction, w illing to lay down his own life, but proposing to 
kill as many anti-communists as possible. Oswald was devious, 
skilled at his business, and amazingly cool."

More important than Dr. Lattimer's background, however, is 
the fact that a number o f interesting questions were raised both by 
his selection as the person who would finally be permitted to study 
the autopsy material, and by the rather curious nature o f his 
“ observations."

How. for example, did a urologist w ith virtually no knowledge 
o f forensic pathology46 (the branch o f forensic medicine spe
cializing in the determination o f the cause and manner o f death in 
cases where it is sudden, suspicious, unexpected, unexplained, 
traumatic, medically undetected or violent) qualify as an “expert 
in the field o f pathology or related areas o f science and tech
nolog)'" to view the autopsy photos and X-rays?

Why was a urologist chosen when three doctors with experi
ence in forensic pathology, including Dr. Wecht, had also 
applied? Dr. Wecht is Chief Medical Examiner o f Pittsburgh. 
Research Professor o f Law and Director o f the Institute o f 
Forensic Sciences at Duquesne University School o f Law. past- 
President of the American College o f Legal Medicine, and past- 
President o f the American Academy o f Forensic Sciences.

By coincidence, o f the four applicants, only the urologist. Dr. 
Lattimer. had spoken or written o f the Warren Report in an 
uncritical fashion. How could he contend unequivocally that the 
photos and X-rays “ eliminate any doubt completely”  that Oswald 
had fired all the shots something they arc incapable o f proving 
to anyone not endowed with telepathic powers?

Moreover, i f  a shot from the front would have had to come 
from the floor o f the President's car as Dr. Lattimer suggests, a 
shot from the rear following the same trajectory in reverse would 
have ended up in the floor.

How could such a bullet following this new steeper trajectory 
have altered its course to strike Governor Connally below the 
right armpit and exit below his right nipple as the Warren Com
mission contends it did?

Even more curious is the fact that despite the inconsistencies o f 
the Panel Report, it did not cite a higher location for the “ neck" 
wound.

Thus the Panel Report, the autopsy report, and Dr. la ttim e r 
all offered different descriptions o f the President's wounds.

None o f these questions were raised by Fred Graham. He did 
add that Burke Marshall, the Kennedy family representative 
charged with deciding which “ recognized experts" w ill be 
admitted, was also considering the requests of Dr. C yril H. Wecht 
and Dr. John Nichols, “ pathologists who have written critically o f 
the Warren Commission report." and Dr. E. Forrest Chapman.

“ Mr. Marshall said that in granting or denying permission, he 
would not consider whether applicants were supporters or critics 
o f the Warren Report, but only if  they had a serious historical 
purpose in seeing the material."

In 1964 Burke Marshall, then head o f the C ivil Rights Section 
o f the Justice Department, showed a keen interest in inves
tigating how Malcolm X was financing his international travels 
aimed at bringing the American racial question before the United 
Nations an area w hich would hardly seem to be o f concern to 
the C ivil Rights Division.47

It was reliably reported to me that -the Lattimer story caused 
serious repercussions at the Times as a result o f a torrent o f out
raged letters from forensic experts and scholars astounded that 
Dr. Lattimer had assumed the role o f expert in a highly spe
cialized field in which he had no competence, and that the Times 
had lent him credibility with its uncritical reporting.

Possibly as a result o f these letters or possibly because he was 
becoming somewhat skeptical himself, Fred Graham telephoned 
Dr. Wecht in May 1972 to inquire as to the status o f his appli
cation.

Dr. Wecht told Graham that Marshall had totally ignored 
repeated letters and telegrams seeking cither an approval or rejec
tion o f his application.

According to Dr. Wecht. Fred Graham made at least two calls 
to Burke Marshall after his initial conversation with Wecht. and 
Graham applied at least some degree o f pressure upon Marshall 
to act upon Wecht’s application.

Whether or not the spectre of an article in The New York Times 
asking why the autopsy material continued to be inaccessible- 
helped to influence his decision is impossible to say. but in mid- 
June. Burke Marshall approved Dr. Wecht's application.

Dr. Wecht spent two days at the National Archives on August 
23 and 24. making a detailed study o f the photographs. X-rays, 
and related physical evidence. Because o f the positive role 
Graham had played. Wecht offered him an exclusive interview.

Wecht limited his discussion of his observations pending closer
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study and consultation and issuance o f a detailed report. He did 
discuss a “ little flap" o f loose scalp which “ might have been an 
entrance or exit wound." hut which had never been mentioned 
before either by Or. Lattimer or in the autopsy report or in the 
Panel Report.

He also disclosed that photographs o f the top o f the removed 
brain “ disclose a sizeable foreign object that could have been a 
flattened bullet fragment or a brain tumor.”  This object was 
reported by the Panel, but was not mentioned in the autopsy 
report o r by l)r . l attimer.

Wecht also reported that he had requested permission to 
examine the preserved brain o f the President (essential to any 
thorough examination, and specifically necessary i f  the flattened 
object in the brain was to be identified), as well as microscopic 
slides o f tissue removed from the President’s wounds (these can 
identify whether a wound is one of entrance or exit), but that these 
items, which have never been studied, were denied him.

Wecht told Graham that he intended to write to M r. Marshall 
asking him to lay all the questions to rest by allowing him to again 
inspect the materials “ plus the brain and microscopic slides o f the 
wounds, with a team of experts, including a radiologist, a neuro
surgeon. a firearms expert, a criminalist and an examiner o f ques
tioned documents."

Graham also interviewed Marshall who denied knowledge o f 
the brain or other objects not in the archives. He said that “ They 
have no bearing on who killed the President.”  He deplored Dr. 
Wecht’s “chasing after parts o f the President’s body because he 
hasn’t found any evidence that anything else was wrong.”  He 
termed the probing “ offensive.”  and said “ It is a terrible thing to 
do to that family.”

Graham's story ran in the Sunday New York Times on August 
27 on page I. While the article betrayed a degree o f slanting (c.g.. 
“ While (Dr. WcchtJ was here last week, he was provided trans
portation by the Committee to Investigate Assassinations, a 
Washington-based organization that includes D istrict Attorney 
.lim Garrison of New Orleans"), Graham nevertheless gave a very 
factual recounting o f his interview with Dr. Wecht.

Graham also did considerable background research and con
ducted a number o f secondary interviews in an effort to trace the 
history of the missing brain.

What will transpire when Dr. Wecht issues his technical report 
detailing his findings, and whether Fred Graham follows up on 
Dr. Wecht’s request o f Marshall that a second panel including Dr. 
Wecht and other experts be allowed to now conduct a thorough 
examination o f a ll the material remains to be seen.

Marshall has so far ignored the request.
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The Times and the King Case

On March 10. 1969 the official curtain closed on the assassina
tion o f Martin Luther King. James Carl Ray pleaded guilty to a 
technical plea o f murder “ as explained to you by your lawyers.”  
and was sentenced to 99 years in prison (Ray has always main
tained that he killed no one). Thus the State o f Tennessee, by an 
arrangement that had the advance blessings o f the Federal 
Government, dispensed with the formality o f a trial fo r the 
accused assassin o f Dr. King.

The next day a scathing editorial in the Times entitled “ Tongue- 
Tied Justice.”  denounced the proceedings, calling “ the aborted 
trial o f James Earl Ray" a “ mockery o f justice" and “a shocking 
breach o f faith w ith the American people.”  The Times demanded 
to know. “ Was there a conspiracy to k ill Dr. Kingand who was in 
it?”  They demanded the convening o f formal legal proceedings, by 
the Federal Government if  not the State.

But. for all its editorial eloquence the Times record on the King 
case once the “ official”  verdict was in would be no better than it 
had been in the John F. Kennedy case (prior to the Ray tria l the 
Times reporting, particularly that o f M artin Waldron, was 
excellent). Ray’s efforts to obtain a new trial and his contention 
that he had been pressured into his plea were, and continue to be. 
almost completely blacked-out by the Times.

March 1971 brought a challenge to the “ official”  contention 
that Ray had killed Dr. King and that there had been no con
spiracy. The challenge was a new book by Harold Weisbcrg. 
Frame-Up: The M artin Luther King I  James Far I Ray Case.

Frame-Up was the culmination of more than two years, of 
investigation, legal action, and research. Much o f his evidence 
Weisbcrg obtained when he successfully sued the Justice Depart
ment for access to the suppressed James Earl Ray extradition flic. 
The suit resulted in a rare Summary Judgment against the Justice 
Department (not news fit to print to the Times), and the release of 
official documents which were exculpatory o f Ray.

Thus Wcisberg revealed that ballistics tests which failed to link 
Ray’s rifle with the crime were misrepresented by the prosecution 
in the formal narration, implying the opposite by substituting the 
word “consistent.”  a meaningless word in ballistics terminology.

The alleged shot from the bathroom window would have 
required a contortionist, and tangible evidence suggested that the 
shot had come from elsewhere. Numerous contradictions and 
conflict inpeachcd the testimony o f the only alleged witness 
placing Ray at the scene.

Ray left no prints in the bathroom, or in another room where he 
was alleged to have rearranged furniture, o r in the ear he alle
gedly drove 400 miles after the slaying, or on parts of the rifle he 
would have had to handle in order to fire it.

Persuasive evidence suggested that a bundle conveniently left 
behind in a doorway near the rooming house and which con
tained the alleged assassination rifle and several o f Ray’s per
sonal effects, had actually been planted on the scene by someone 
other than Ray. Much more in Frame-Up pointed toward a con
spiracy in which Ray had served the role o f “ patsy.”

The Times found no news fit to print in Frame- Up. though even 
Fred Graham had called Weisbcrg a “ painstaking investigator." 
and Times reporter Peter Kihss had written lengthy and favor
able articles about two o f his previous books.4*

Frame-Up was enthusiastically received at first. Publishers' 
Weekly said: “ This review can barely suggest the detailed number 
o f Wcisberg’s charges, speculations, freshly documented evidence 
and revelations about the King murder. In two areas he is pure 
TNT: his attack on Ray’s lawyer. Percy Foreman. . . and his 
sensational head-on assault on J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI and the 
government itself for what he claims was the suppressing o f o ffi
cial evidence indicating Ray was not alone in the King assassina
tion. . . Weisbcrg has brought forth a blistering book.” 4,>
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Saturday Review said: “ Evidence that Ray fired the fatal shot. 
There is none. . . The reek o f conspiracy is on everything. Wcis- 
berg is an indefatigable researcher. . . he has pursued the 
facts. . . And they are facts that lay claim to the conscience o f 
America.” 50

The Chicago Sun Timex said: “ Wei$bcrg has dug up much 
material, some o f it properly designated as suppressed, that must 
give any reasonable and unprejudiced person pause."51

The Times o f I.ondon in a news story on Frame-Up called 
Weisberg “ one o f that small but impassioned group o f authori
ties on recent American political assassinations. . . Frame-Up is 
a detailed analysis o f the entire process o f Mr. Ray's arrest and 
trial. . . There is remarkably little evidence to connect Ray with 
the shot that killed Dr. King.” 52

Frame-Up was reviewed in The New York Times Book Review 
on May 2, 1971 by John Kaplan. The review began: "The 
silly season apparently is over so far as the critics o f the Warren 
Commission arc concerned. . . Now Harold Weisberg. . .hopes 
to repeat the triumph of his Whitewash series with Frame-Up. . . 
Mr. Weisberg's theory isthat James Earl Ray was merely a decoy, 
pan of a conspiracy, apparently. . . his evidence is exiguous at 
best.”

The review continued: “ Mr. Weisberg's grasp o f law is, to say 
the least, somewhat shaky (he is described elsewhere as a chicken 
farmer) . . . Whether o r not Ray fired the fatal bullet or merely 
acted as a decoy does not influence the propriety o f his guilty plea. 
In either case, he would be a murderer. . .  A reviewsuchasthisin 
which nothing favorable is said obviously prompts questions as to 
why one might wish to read or. fo r thaat matter, to devote news
paper review space to the book . . . Finally, one might ask if 
Frame-Up tells us anything significant about the Martin Luther 
King assassination. Regrettably, the answer is no. . .”

Kaplan’s review was nothing short o f a personal attack upon 
Harold Weisberg which totally ignored the contents o f Frame- 
Up. and falsely implied that “ newspaper stories”  were the basis o f 
his “ exiguous”  evidence.

An article on the front page o f The Wall Street Journal. "H ow  
Book Reviews Make or Break Books or Have No Impact.”  
described The New York Times Book Review as “ generally con
sidered the most prestigious and influential review medium.” 55 It 
described how a particularly poor review there can discourage 
further reviews and cut o ff bookstore orders. Frame-Up received 
no further reviews, and for all practical purposes the book was 
soon dead.

The Times capsule biography o f the reviewer said that “ John 
Kaplan teaches at Stanford Law School and is author o f M ari
juana: The New Prohibition." It was inadequate, to say the least.

From 1957 to 1961 Kaplan served the Justice Department 
(against which Weisberg obtained the Summary Judgment not 
mentioned in the Times review), first as a lawyer with the C rim i
nal Division, then as a special prosecutor in Chicago, and finally 
as an Assistant U.S. Attorney in San Francisco.

He wrote an article. “The Assassins.”  which appeared in the 
Spring 1967 American Scholar. The assassins John Kaplan was 
talking about were the critics o f the Warren Report whom he 
characterized as “ revisionists." “ perverse,”  and “ silly.”  He was 
also critical o f l i fe 's call for a new investigation and the 7/>wescall 
for answers to unanswered questions. These, according to 
Kaplan, “contributed relatively little in the way o f enlighten
ment.*'54

In its original form “ The Assassins”  was considered so libelous 
by the legal counsel o f The American Scholar that the latter 
refused to publish it until Kaplan reluctantly agreed to revise it.55 
Kaplan’s most recent venture, published the same week as his 
review o f Frame-Up. was an article written fo r the U.S. In for
mation Agency (the offic ia l propaganda arm o f the Government)
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entitled “ The Case o f Angela Davis: The Processes o f American 
Justice."541

John Leonard, now editor o f The New York Times Book 
Review, told me that he had been totally unaware o f Kaplan’s 
background. He had received a letter from Mr. Weisberg. and its 
contents distressed him. Leonard told me that “ another editor" 
had assigned the book, but he implied that the matter would be 
rectified on the letters page.57 It was John Leonard, than a daily 
reviewer, whose review o f A Heritage o f  Stone had been edited be
cause it was “excessively editorial.”

Weisberg’s letter received no reply, nor did a subsequent one 
addressed directly to Leonard seeking some acknowledgment to 
the first, " i f  only to record that you did not consciously assign this 
review to a man so saddled with irreconcilable conflicts.”

On May 29 the Times Book Review published but one letter 
dealing with the Kaplan review -  that a strongly worded denial 
of a footnote unrelated to the Ray case in which Weisberg said, in 
the context o f discussing press coverage, that in 1966 the book 
reviewer o f the Washington Post had been ordered not to review 
Whitewash after he read it and decided on a favorable review. 
Kaplan chose to quote it out o f context as an example o f how, in 
Kaplan’s words, Weisberg thought he was being picked on.

Geoffrey W olff, who had been Book Review Editor o f the 
Washington Post in 1966, vociferously denied the footnote in a 
letter which the limes, in total disregard o f publishing ethics, 
chose to publish without sendi ng Weisberg a copy so that he could 
respond. Weisberg was not permitted to quote his dated contem
poraneous notes o f his meetings with W olff and a letter he had 
written W olff in August 1966. and readers o f the Times were given 
only W offs version o f what had occurred, leaving them with the 
impression that there was only one version.

Thus the Times assigned a biased reviewer who was permitted 
to misrepresent Frame-Up’s contents and to quote a tangential 
footnote completely out o f context as an exercise in personal 
invective against Weisberg. 'This was followed by the publication 
of only one letter which compounded the defamation o f the 
Kaplan review.

This train o f events suggests that the Times never intended any
thing less than to k ill Frame-Up and discredit Weisberg.

Following the appearance o f W olffs letter. John Leonard told 
me that it had been published at that time because it had been set 
in type while others had not been, but that a “ full page round-up" 
o f letters dealing with the Kaplan review would he published “ in 
about three weeks.” 5’1

Weisberg’s letter responding to the published W olff letter 
received no reply from the Times and was never published. The 
full page round-up never appeared. Instead on August 29. 17 
weeks after the Kaplan review and 12 weeks after the publication 
o f the W olff letter after Frame-Up was already dead Weis
berg’s original letter (which Leonard told me he had just received 
when 1 spoke to him on May 5) was published in the Times Book 
Review along with a self-serving reply by Kaplan, who was per
mitted the traditional right o f reply that the Times had previously 
denied Weisberg.

Weisberg wrote John Leonard: “ I think you owe me. . . more 
than this too late, too little, too dishonest feebleness. . . You 
have my work, which stands, as it must, alone. You have my 
detailed and lengthy letters, which remain undenied by anyone, 
unanswered by you. You have enough to show that the Times and 
John Leonard will at least make an effort to be decent and honor
able. W ill you?"

For the first time Weisberg received a reply. Leonard’s response 
read in full: “ Apparently everyone in the country is w ithout honor 
except you. I don’t think we have anything useful to say to one 
another.” 51'
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The Times and the RFK Case
I f  many were unsatisfied with the “ official”  facts about the 

assassination of President Kennedy and Dr. King, there seemed 
little reason to doubt that Senator Robert F. Kennedy had fallen 
victim to the deranged act of a single sick individual until the 
publication of Robert Blair Kaiser’s R.F.K. Musi Die!

Kaiser is an established and respected reporter and a former 
correspondent for Time magazine. His previous reporting had 
won him a Pulitzer Prize nomination and an Overseas Press Club 
Award for the best magazine reporting in foreign affairs.

He signed on with the Sirhan defense team as an investigator. 
In the course o f his studies and investigations he became thechief 
repository of knowledge in the case and the bridge between the 
defense attorneys and the psychiatrists probing the motivations of 
Sirhan Sirhan. Kaiser was to spend close to 200 hours with 
Sirhan. and that exposure together with his researches were to 
convince him that there had been a conspiracy.

Kaiser was unimpressed with the investigations turned in by the 
Los Angeles Police Department and the F.B.I. He felt that they 
were predisposed to the conclusion that no conspiracy existed, 
and they were consequently unwilling to pursue leads in that 
direction.

Thus when the “girl in the polka-dot dress”  seen with Sirhan 
just before the assassination was not turned up, the authorities 
concluded that she did not exist despite overwhelming evidence 
to the contrary. Nor was a zealous effort made to locate or thor
oughly investigate certain acquaintances of Sirhan who could not 
be regarded as above suspicion.

Kaiser became perplexed by Sirhan's notebooks in which he 
had often repeatedly written his name, and in which several pages 
bore the similarly repeated inscription “ RFK must die,”  always 
accompanied by the phrase “ Please pay to the order o f Sirhan."

Sirhan had no recollection of these writings, nor did he recall 
firing at Senator Kennedy.

On the night of the assassination Sirhan had behaved oddly. He 
was observed staring fixedly at a teletype machine two hours 
before the assassination, and he did not respond when addressed 
by the teletype operator. Several bystanders could not loosen the 
vice-like grip or sway the seemingly frozen arm o f Sirhan when he 
began firing. After the shooting it was reported that his eyes were 
dilated, and he was described as extremely detached during the 
all-night police interrogation. In the morning he was found 
shivering in his cell.

Dr. Bernard L. Diamond, the chief psychiatrist for the defense, 
decided upon the use of hypnosis on Sirhan. His subject proved so 
susceptible that Diamond concluded that Sirhan had likely been 
frequently hypnotized before. Under hypnosis Sirhan proved 
adept at the same type of automatic writing that appeared in his 
notebooks.

Given a pen and paper he filled an entire page with his name, 
continuing to write even at the end of the page. Instructed to write 
about Robert Kennedy he wrote “ RFK must die”  repeatedly until 
told to stop. Under hypnosis Sirhan recalled his previous note
book entries which had been made in a trance-like state induced 
by mirrors in his bedroom.

The hallways of the Ambassador Hotel were also lined with 
mirrors. Dr. Diamond programmed Sirhan to climb the bars of 
his cell like a monkey, but to retain no memory o f the instruc
tions. Upon awakening Sirhan climbed the bars of his cell “ for 
exercise." Hypnosis produced an interesting side-effect on 
Sirhan. Upon emerging from a hypnotic state he would suffer 
chills just as he had the morning after the assassination.

Dr. Diamond became convinced that Sirhan had acted in a dis
sociated state, unconscious of his actions, the night he allegedly 
killed Sena.or Kennedy. He concluded that Sirhan had pro
grammed himself like a robot. Kaiser reached a slightly different
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conclusion. If Sirhan had programmed himself, he reasoned, why 
did he retain no recollection of the programming or the shooting. 
Furthermore, when asked under hypnosis if others had been in
volved, Sirhan would go into a deeper trance in which he could 
not reply or he would block — hesitating for a long period before 
giving a negative reply.

Kaiser’s research turned up several case-histories in which a 
suggestible individual had actually been programmed by a skilled 
hypnotist to perform illegal acts with no recollection of either the 
deed or the programming, including a relatively recent case in 
Europe in which a man convicted of murder was later acquitted 
when a suspicious psychiatrist succeeded in deprogramming him 
with the result that the programmer was convicted in his stead. 
Kaiser felt that Sirhan, too, had been programmed and his 
memory blocked by some kind of blocking mechanism.

R.F.K. MusrDie!, which was also not “ news fit to print”  was 
reviewed in The Alew York Times Book Review on November 15, 
1970 by Dr. Thomas S. Szasz. Kaiser was described as a 
“conscientious and competent reporter.”  but the review totally 
ignored the contents of the book, the reviewer preferring to 
expound upon his own philosophy that it is “ absurd" to judge 
Sirhan’s act in any context other than the fact that he had com
mitted the act, because in courtroom psychiatry “ facts are con
structed to fit theories."

Dr. Szasz also expounded upon his faith in capital punish
ment as a deterrent to crime and upon several other irrclcvancics. 
Only one sentence o f the review addressed Kaiser’s premise: “ And 
Kaiser uncritically accepts Diamond’s theory of the assas
sination that Sirhan had — by his automatic writing pro
grammed himself exactly like a computer is programmed by its 
magnetic tape. . . for the coming assassination.' ”

Dr. Szasz completely misrepresented the thesis of the book he 
was reviewing, for Kaiser explicitly disagreed with Dr. Diamond. 
Dr. Szasz' review gave no hint that Kaiser had postulated a con
spiracy. Robert Kaiser wrote me: “ My narrative of the facts, most 
of which have been hidden from the public, cried out for a re
opening of the case by the authorities. That was news and Dr. 
Szasz ignored it.” *0

Assigning Dr. Thomas Szasz to review R.F.K. Must D ie !was 
like assigning Martha Mitchell to review Senator Fulbright’s The 
Arrogance o f  Power. Kaiser’s book was largely a psychiatric 
study of Sirhan and a narrative of the psychiatric nature o f the 
defense strategy (Sirhan had definite paranoid-schizophrenic ten
dencies).

Dr. Szasz is generally regarded as the most controversial figure 
in the psychiatric profession, for he contends that mental illness is 
a myth, and he is irrevocably opposed to the use of psychiatry in 
the courtroom. His views arc so controversial that The New York 
Times Magazine devoted an entire article to them.61 Dr. Szasz’ 
philosophy regarding courtroom psychiatry and mental illness 
precluded in advance an objective review.

The relationship existing between Dr. Szasz and Dr. Diamond 
(who Kaiser describes as "the only hero in my book”w), more
over, should have further disqualified Dr. Szasz. for their views 
diametrically oppose one another, and the two men have faced 
each other in public debate.

Dr. Diamond is a leading expert on and advocate of the legal 
concept known as “ diminished capacity," a psychiatric defense. In 
the October 1964 California Law Review Dr. Diamond reviewed 
one of Dr. Szasz’ books. A quote o f the opening lines of that 
review illustrates sufficiently well the enmity existing between the 
two:

“ Law. Liberty and Psychiatry is an irresponsible, repre
hensible, and dangerous book. It is irresponsible and repre
hensible because the author must surely know better. It is a dan
gerous book because its author is clever, brilliant and articulate 
the books reads well and could be most convincing to the intelli
gent, but uncritical reader."
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Kaiser cogently summed up the Szasz review: “ An honest 
review o f my book, pro or con, one that would have dealt with the 
facts 1 revealed and the issues I raised, could have been a valuable 
service to the large reading public that depends on the Times 
Book Review. From a purely personal viewpoint, it made the d if
ference for me; instead of being a bestseller, my book was only a 
modest success not because the reviewer made a successful 
attack on my thesis, but because he simply ignored it.'**’

One o f the confusing facts in the Robert Kennedy case is that 
the fatal bullet entered behind the left ear and was fired from only 
about an inch away, a fact that was attested to by the massive 
powder burns the weapon produced around the wound. Sirhan 
was several feet in front o f Senator Kennedy. It was generally 
assumed that Kennedy had fallen in Sirhan's direction, receiving 
the wound as he fell, but events of the past Summer have chal
lenged this theory.

On May 28. 1971 Los Angeles attorney Barbara Warner Blchr 
challenged the qualifications of DcWaync Wolfer. acting head o f 
the I.APD Crime Lab, in an effort to block his permanent 
appointment. Her challenge included declarations by three ballis
tics experts alleging that Wolfer had violated the four precepts o f 
firearms identification when he testified at Sirhan’s trial that 
Sirhan’s gun and no other was involved in the shooting of Ken
nedy and two other persons on the scene.

Ms. Blehr charged that Wolfcr's testimony established that 
three bullets introduced in evidence were fired not from Sirhan’s 
gun but from a second similar gun which, though evidence in the 
case on June 6. 1968 “ was reportedly destroyed by the LA P I ) . . .  
in July, 1968.”  She charged that a second person with a gun 
similar to Sirhan’s had also fired shots at Senator Kennedy.

Ms. Blchr's charges resulted in the convening o f a grand jury 
which ultimately found that serious questions concerning the 
integrity o f exhibits in the Sirhan case were raised as a result o f 
handling o f the evidence by unauthorised persons while in the 
custody o f the Los Angeles County Clerk’s office. District 
Attorney Busch claimed that the confusion was the result o f a 
clerical error made in labeling an envelope containing three 
bullets test-fired from Sirhan’s gun by Wolfer. He claimed that 
Ms. Blehr’s charges also contained serious errors, but he did not 
specify them.

Meanwhile there still seems to be a strong question as to whe
ther the ballistics markings on all o f the bullets match up. Retired 
criminologist W illiam Harper viewed two o f the bullets, one 
taken from a second victim and the other removed from Ken
nedy’s neck. He stated that he could find “ no individual charac
teristics in common between these two bullets.”

Vie Ijjs Angeles Times has given each o f these developments 
large play, and a summary article on August 8. 1971 by L A .  
Times staff writer Dave Smith ran on page I and continued onto 
pages 8.9 and 10, taking up approximately 125 column inches. By 
the same token these developments have been almost totally 
blacked-out by The New York Times. Then National Editor. 
Gene Roberts, told me that he could not explain why these 
developments had received so little coverage, claiming ignorance 
of them a situation for which he acknowledged there was lit
tle excuse. He suggested that I contact Wallace Turner, a re
porter w ith the Los Angeles bureau whom Roberts said was fa
miliar w ith the Robert Kennedy case.64

I wrote instead to the L.A. bureau chief. Steven V. Roberts, 
suggesting that a policy decision was responsible fo r the black
out. He replied that “ the questions were o f the most tentative and 
flimsy character" which “just did not merit doing a full-scale 
investigation.”  Roberts w'rote that he had told New York 
(meaning the National desk) “ to use whatever they wanted that 
was run by the wire services, but that I was not going to do any
thing myself. . .”65

I wrote again asking why these events were not news simply 
because the Times had not investigated them, and also asking why 
the L.A. Bureau had reported on Sirhan’s efforts to block publi
cation of R.F.K. Musi Die!, but saw nothing newsworthy in the 
book or its revelations when it was published. He replied: “ As I 
told you the first time, we have to set priorities here. We can 
report only a small percentage o f the many stories that come our 
way every day. I have decided that the controversy over the 
Sirhan bullets is not substantial enough to warrant my time, when 
there are so many other things to worn.’ about. I appreciate your 
concern, but I think that's about all I have to say on the matter.”66

One must wonder, should the controversy over the Sirhan 
bullets prove substantial after all. how the Times w ill explain to its 
readers that other priorities demanded that previous develop
ments were not "news fit to print."

Only The New York Times can answer why they have fo r nine 
years maintained a consistent policy o f literary assassination o f 
literature and deliberate management o f news suggesting that 
three o f the greatest crimes o f the 20th century may, despite 
“ official”  finding to the contrary, be yet unsolved.

But the unassailable fact is that in the process they have acted as 
little less than an unofficial propaganda arm of the Government 
which has maintained so staunchly and in the face o f all evi
dence to the contrary, great and trivial that assassinations in 
the United States are inevitably the work o f lone demented mad
men.

Justice Hugo Black in his concurring opinion in the Supreme 
Court decision favoring The New York Times in the case o f the 
Pentagon Papers said. “Only a free and unrestrained press can 
effectively expose deception in government. And paramount 
among the responsibilities of a free press is the duty to prevent any 
part o f the Government from deceiving the people. . .’’

Far from preventing deception in the case o f political assas
sinations. the Times has practiced it. and in the process defraud
ed its readers and violated every ethic o f professional and 
objective journalism.

The greatest tragedy is that the Times indeed is America’s 
newspaper o f record. As was demonstrated with the Pentagon 
Papers it wields the power to command international headlines. 
Along with The Washington Post it is read daily by statesmen and 
bureaucrats in the nation’s capitol. It appears in every foreign 
capitol and in 11.464 cities around the world.67

Yet it seems all too evident that the “ news fit to print”  is often 
little more than propaganda reflecting the biases and precon
ceptions o f the Publisher and editors o f The New York Times.
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Department of Unintentional Satire
RUSSELL, Ky. (AP) Sixtccn-ycar-old Craig Wallace 

grinned as he was surrounded by girls.
"President Nixon touched him," explained a pretty blonde.
They were among the more than 15,000 persons who lined 

the main street o f this northeastern Kentucky river town to 
catch a glimpse o f the Presidential motorcade.

" It ’s the most exciting thing that’s ever happened to Rus
sell,”  said Mrs. Clyde Anderson o f Russell. “ I ’ve screamed my 
throat sore out.”

‘ It’s probably the biggest thing that ever was.”  added W ill
iam Gehringcr o f Flat woods, small town down the road a few 
miles from Russell.

Families from Russell and surrounding communities began 
gathering about three hours before the President was due to ar
rive at the Worthington airport. There were bands from Wurt- 
land. and McKcll high schools and Russell Junior High.

For the teen-agers especially, it was a festive occasion. They 
clustered together on front porches and on the street waiting 
for the motorcade.

Russell is a town where there’s not much to do at night. 
There arc school dances and football games and afterward 
they go to Castle’s for a coke and to listen to the jukebox.

“ I've got butterflies.”  added Gussic England, 14. “ Nixon, 
he’s my hero. My No. I along with Paul Harvey."

Secret Service men had been in Russell a week preparing for 
the President’s visit. They checked the buildings and trees and 
had residents close o ff all stairways, said George Hendrick, vol
unteer fireman who was bom and raised in Russell.

Hendrick said it was pretty easy to sport the Secret Service.
“ I’d see somebody climbing a tree on the riverbank — and 1 

knew he’s got to be a stranger,”  he said.
Once a thriving railroad town. Russell has become a steel 

town in recent years, w ith most residnts employed at the Arm- 
co Steel Works. Residents said proudly that the town had once 
been the "largest individually owned and operated railroad 
yard in the country.”
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But C. N. Hoffman, a retired real estate dealer, said it was 
the first time he’d seen people out on the streets for years.

“The town’s done been dead for so long it ’s a pity,”  he said.
Mrs. Clyde Anderson also remembered when Russell was a 

booming town and “everybody was out on Saturday night.”  
She also said this was the biggest crowd she’s seen in years.

Patrolman Roy Parsons, who moved to Russell from Ash
land two years ago. said “ It’s a wonderful place you can’t 
beat it. It’s a safe place to raise kids, and you’ve got wonderful 
police production."

Parsons said the only events that had generated comparable 
excitement in the town were last summer’s $112,000 bank rob
bery and a high-speed chase.

Tom Willson. 15, a student at Russell High School, said the 
last exciting thing he could remember was “ when a guy jumped 
o ff the bridge last summer.”

Mrs. Barbara Howard o f Russell said that for her the only 
thing she recalled to match it was “ when Ernest West (a local 
war hero) came home, and we all got to march in a parade.”

The crowd was overwhelmingly pro-Nixon.
The principal of Russell Junior High School Fred Billups, 

said the area is predominantly Democratic, "but not this year.”
Daw Collins, a football coach at the high school, said Rus

sell is "basically a Nixon town in a conservative area."
A 15-ycar-old Russell High School student was the only one 

seen carrying a protest sign which read: “ Prices high, wages 
low, tricky Dick’s got to go."

A large crowd waited patiently as it grew dark and cold, 
then an airplane flew low over the town and people waved at 
the sky and cheered When the advance car in the motorcade 
pulled into town, the crowd whooped.

The President’s car was lit up inside, and the Nixons waved 
as the car sped through town.

About halfway down the main street, the high school honor 
society held a banner saying: “ W ill you please stop fo r Beta?"

The President signaled to his driver and got out o f the car to 
shake hands. The crowd surged toward the car, but the Presi
dent got back in and continued on to Ashland.
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The Realist Nun Rides Again A Rolling Stone Gathers No Ethics
Retired hooker Margo St. .Fames has organized WHO 

(Whores. Housewives and Others) for the purpose o f decrimi
nalizing prostitution in California. She is shown above with pro
fessional seedy character Larry Moyer at the No Name Bar in 
Sausalito.

Recently she reported to San Francisco Chronicle columnist 
Herb Caen that underground medical advisor Or. H ip had the 
clap. Caen checked with Or. Hip. perhaps an act o f male chauvi
nism since he didn’t check with Margo a decade ago when he 
printed an item that she had given the clap to a member o f the vice 
squad.

But where is that line line which separates gossip from infor
mation?

A lew months ago at the Newporter Inn where call girls had 
been gathered for the Western White House staff, a prostitute at a 
Republican party had enough and started to place a telephone call 
for help when shades of Martha Mitchell the phone was 
ripped from her hands, several men held her dow n w hile a doctor 
knocked her out with an injection, and she was abducted to San 
Diego.

That’s a blatant extension o f the exploitation implicit in such 
relationships, but meantime it can be a two-way street.

Margo points out that “ A conservative estimate would be that 
90*7 o f politicians patronize public women. Imagine the wealth o f 
information available for bringing ’undercover’ pressure to bear 
regarding passage o f certain legislation concerning minors, 
women, minorities, religious and political freedoms.”

Hookers are hereby invited to confess to The Realist Nun. 
Main 1*0 Box 2047. San Francisco94101. Her motto is: “ It ’s bet
ter to blow one another than blow one another up.”

l ast November. John Lennon sent the following Open l etter 
marked “ For Publication”  to Jann Wenncr. editor o f Roll- 

ing Slone:
Dear Editor.

As your company was failing (again), and as a special favor 
(Two Virgins was the first). I gave you an interview, which was to 
run one time only, w ith all rights belonging to me. You saw fit to 
publish a book of my work, w ithout my consent in fact, against
my wishes having told you many times on the phone, and in 
writing, that I did not want a hook, an album or anything else 
made from it. I hereby ask you to donate a ll proceeds from said 
book ( Lennon Remembers) to The Fund to Free John Sinclair!

John Lennon
Wenncr answer w ith a telegram saying. “ Let’s ta lk" signed. 

"Love. Jann.”  Lennon responded with a telegram saying. “ Pu
blish the letter, then we’ll talk.”  Wenner neither replied to this te
legram nor published Lennon’s original letter. Instead he kept the 
procccdsand recently published a paperback edition o f the book.

The situation can best be summed up b\ an anagram o f 
w iw i  K \ m > his koi 1ing  stoni . It comes out: III \  I All) WRONG
I.IWOS SISTIrK.

” M> D ad's grass is stronger lhan  your D ad 's grass.”
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